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When I am able to recognize a thing among 

others, without being able to say in what 

its differences or characteristics consist, the 

knowledge is confused .... It is when I am able 

to explain the peculiarities which a thing has, 

that the knowledge is called distinct. 

Leibniz (Discourse on Metaphysics, xxiv) 
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ABSTRACT 

With our newly proposed dynamical Higgs mechanism and Quantum Induction 

programme, Higgs mass is predicted at Mh « 190 GeV by using our modified 

renormalization group equations. The same procedure also explains the top quark 

mass correctly. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The seaxch for Higgs particles has become the holy grail of the current gener

ation of particle accelerators. In the Minimal Standard Electroweak Model, the 

Higgs boson serves to generate the masses of fermions and gauge bosons. The pro

cess by which the particles get mass is called the 'Higgs mechanism'. In section 

2.1., we begin with a brief review of local gauge invariance and spontaneous sym

metry breaking which constitute the essential part of the Higgs mechcinism. Then 

the simplest version of the Higgs mechanism for electroweak sjonmetry breaking, 

namely, the Minimal Standard Model with a single Higgs boson is discussed in sec

tion 2.2.. Here it should be noted that within the Standard Model, the mass of the 

Higgs particle is simply an input parameter of the theory. In other words, there 

is no way to calculate the Higgs mass without finding experimental information 

about the Higgs spectrum itself. However, in chapter three, we present a newly 

proposed Quantum Induction Programme, in which the Higgs mass is no longer 

a free parameter. Moreover, though the Standard Model is extremely successful 

in describing the experimental data, its Higgs sector has not been verified experi

mentally. There are still many theoretical objections to the simplest version of the 

Higgs mechanism described in section 2.2.. In chapter four, we propose an alter

native which suggests that the electroweak symmetry is broken dynamically. With 

the results obtained in chapter three and four, we predict the Higgs mass by using 

our modified renormalization group equations appeared in chapter five. The same 

procedure also explains the top quark mass correctly. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL OVERVIEW OF HIGGS PHYSICS EST 
THE MINIMAL STANDARD MODEL 

One would expect people to remember the past and to image the future. 

But in fact, when discoursing or writing about history, 

they imagine it in terms of their own experience, 

and when trying to gauge the future 

they cite supposed analogies from the past: 

till, by a double process of repetition, 

they imagine the past and remember the future. 

Lewis Namier ^ 

2.1 Abelian Higgs Model 

2.1.1 Abelian gauge field theory-

One of the most important conceptual revolutions of the structure of theoretical 

physics in this century is the ^''symmetry dictates interactions" principle [1] which 

played an essential role in giving rise to various field theories. In other words, 

symmetry could be used as a guiding principle for formulating interactions in fun

damental physics. For instance, Abelian (non-Abelian) gauge symmetry gives rise 

to Abelian (non-Abelian) gauge field theories which provide a universal framework 

for describing the four currently known fundamental physical interactions. ^ First 

^L. Namier, " Symmetry and Repetition," Conflicts, (London and Basingstoke, 1942). 
^It is generally believed that the Weinberg-Salsun model and quzintum chromodj'namiics, which 

cire both based on non-Abelian gauge theories, represent the correct descriptions of the electroweak 
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of all, let us see how the Abelian gauge symmetry gives rise to electromagnetism. 

Consider the Lagrangiaji density ^ for a {classical) free Dirac field ^(ar) of mass m 

Co = - Tn)i!;{x) (2.1) 

with ^ := and the adjoint field tp := Dirac matrices 7^* are defined 

so that + 'yu'Yfj. = 277^^ where the diagonal spacetime metric 77^1, has elements 

Voo = 1, ^11 = V22 = %3 = —1- Also, 75 := Clearly (2.1) is invariant 

under the global U(l) transformation 

ip{x)  

^{x)  

->• e ''̂ (̂ar) , 

(2.2) 

where 0 is an arbitrary real constant, independent of the spacetime coordinates x, 

and q is some coupling constant. 

According to Noether's theorem [9], there is a conserved four current density 

associated with this invariance. That is 

J'^ix) = qip{x)'y^'ip{x) (2.3) 

and strong interactions respectively. Gravitation is also a non-Abelian gauge theory, but in a sense 
which has not yet been totally clarified. Detailed discussions of the historical roots and limits of 
gauge theory can be found in refs. [2, 3, 4]. 

^For introductory treatment of gauge field theory, see, for instajice, [5, 6, 7]. 
''We use the notations and conventions of Bjorken and Drell [8]. e.g. c  = h  = l ,kx  = = 

k°x° — kx, O = = 9o — V^. Three-vectors will be denoted by bold-face letters. As usual, the 
Greek indices are spacetime indices going from 0 to 3. 
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with 

= 0. (2.4) 

As the electric chaxge is defined by 

Q{t)  := J  J°{x)d^x  

= J cPx , (2-5) 

it follows from the current conservation (2.4) that 

= j  5oJ°(x)d^a;  

=  -  /  diJ^{x)  d?x  (  z  =  1 , 2 , 3  )  .  ( 2 . 6 )  
Jr 

By the Gauss theorem, (2.6) becomes 

and the surface integral at the right hand side vanishes under the assumption that 

the fields ip{x), and hence the current density, approach zero sufficiently quickly at 

infinity. Thus the conservation of electric charge in electromagnetism reflects the 

fact that the free Lagrangian (2.1) shows global gauge invariance under U(l). 

Now let us generalize the transformation (2.2) to the local one where 0 is a 

function of x. In other words, the parameter 6 can be different at every space-time 
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point. Under such a transformation, the fields transform as 

^(x)  —> e  ,  

•^(x) —>• , 

(2.8) 

whereas the free Lagrangian density (2.1) is not invariant under such local gauge 

transformation (2.8). However, if we insist that a global invaxiaxice hold locally, we 

must introduce a vector field A^(x), called the gauge field, and replace by the 

covariant derivative ( the minimal substitution ) 

dy. + iqAf, . (2.9) 

Then we get instead 

C{x)  =  •ip{x) ( i 'p  — m) ip{x)  , (2-10) 

which is invariant under (2.8), provided that at the same time we transform 

A p — y A ^ + d ^ e { x ) .  ( 2 . 1 1 )  

Next, consider the Lagrangian density for the vector fields A^. Since a mass term 

Afj,A^ spoils local gauge invariance, the vector field A^ must be massless and thus 
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the simplest gauge invaxiant Lagrangian term for (with a conventional normal

ization) is 

Ca = (2.12) 

with the field strength tensor 

Ffiu := df,Au — . (2.13) 

Combining (2.10) and (2.12), we are led to the Lagrangian density of electrodynam

ics 

^EM = tp{i^ - m)il; - , (2.14) 

which describes Dirac fields (electrons and positrons) interacting with Maxwell 

fields (photons). Thus the requirement of local gauge invariance gives rise to elec

trodynamics. In summary, if we demand that our theory is invariant under the 

local gauge transformations, a massless gauge field must be introduced and hence 

the nature of the interaction term is specified. In other words, the interaction is 

dictated by the insistence on (local) gauge invariance — gauge principle. 

The idea of gauge invariance goes back to the work of Herman Weyl in 1919 

[11] who, inspired by Einstein's sucessful formulation of general relativity in 1916 

with the idea of coordinate-transformation invariance, attempted to deduce electro-

magnetism from a symmetry principle. ^ Few physicists took up Weyl's idea until 

is important to note here that the original idea formulated in Weyl's 1919 paper was 
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1954 [18], Yang and Mills [20] generalized Weyl's gauge formulation of electromag-

netism to the group SU(2) which started the modern non-Abelian gauge theory 

on which the QCD axid Standard Electroweak Model are based. However, there 

were still two major problems. As seen from our previous discussion, in order to 

preserve local gauge Luvariance, the gauge fields must have zero mass. Photon and 

gluons are massless, but the weak interaction quanta W'^, W~ {mw = 80.4 GeV), 

(j^z = 91.2 GeV) [21] certainly are not. We shall see in section (2.1.2) that 

there is a way around this, by iatroduciag scalar fields with the added concept of 

a spontaneous symmetry-breaking mechanism. The other problem was the renor-

malization. In the early seventies, 't Hooft [22] and others proved that non-Abelian 

gauge theories are renormalizable ® ( provided they do not contain anomalies ) and 

hence calculable in the same sense as QED. 

2.1.2 Spontaneous symmetry breaking: the Higgs mechanism 

For the gauge fields to acquire masses, the vacuum symmetry must be broken by 

scalar fields.^ Here, we take the Abelian Higgs Model (local U(l) symmetry) as 

an generic example to illustrate the ideas of spontaneous symmetry breaking and 

Higgs mechanism.® 

Consider a complex scalar (classical) field 

((){x) := p(x)e"'^'^^ , (2.15) 

actually scale invariance. It was abandoned soon after its proposal, since it would lead to conflict 
with known physical facts [12, 13]. However, with the development of Quantxmi mechanics, Weyl 
[14] and others [15, 16] realized that Weyl's original transformation should be reinterpreted as a 
change in the phase of a wavefunction and not a change of sczile. Thus the idea of gauge invariance 
(i.e. phase invariance) was literally formulated. For a full account of this period of gauge theory, 
see [17, 4], 

®For renormalization techniques, see, for instance, [23]. 
^The Belds are required to be scalar in order to prevent spontaneous breaking of the Lorentz 

invariance with which our observed pairticle physics vacuum possesses. 
®For a simple introduction and references for spontaneous symmetry breaking and Higgs mech

anism, refs. [24, 25, 26] may be consulted. 
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interacting with a C/(l) gauge field A^(x), which is introduced via the gauge prin

ciple of section 2.1.1. Thus, with the introduction of the Goldstone potential 

V{4^ (A>0.m|<0) , (2.16) 

the Lagrangian density becomes 

C- = -  V{4,)  -  , (2.17) 

where 2?^ is the U{1) covariant derivative 

:= dfj, + iqAfj, , (2-18) 

and is the gauge invariant field tensor 

Ffiu := — duAfj, . (2-19) 

It is clear on inspection that this Lagrangian density (2.17) possesses U{1) global 

gauge symmetry 

( f>{x)  —> e~''®0(3;) (2.20) 
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as well as i7(l) local gauge symmetry 

( f ) {x)  —> <t>' {x) — e 1 

A^{x)  —y  A^(a:) = A^(x) +df i6{x)  .  

(2.21) 

Note that for > 0, the Lagrangian density (2.17) just describes the ordinary 

electrodynamics of a massive charged scalar particle (apart from the self interac

tion term) and the potential (2.16) V(0) preserves the symmetry of the Lagrangian 

because it has a minimum at |0| = 0 that is unique. However, in the case < 0, 

101 = 0 is not the ground state. ® Here, we must understand that quantum field 

theory is really a perturbation calculation in which the fields are treated as quan

tum fiuctuations around the ground state. Thus, we need to determine the true 

ground state first. As 

(2.22) 

and 

( fV  
—6m^ 

<!> 

= —2m^ > 0 (2.23) 

hence, for < 0, the potential has minima at 

®Up to this point the fields we have considered are classical. But in order to introduce the 
Higgs mechanism, in the rest of this section, the fields are interpreted as quantum ones. 
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I —6771^ 
W = V ~ " (2-24) 

corresponding to a whole ring of radius v  in the complex ( j )  plane at each of whose 

points V{\4>\) is at its minimum value. In other words, the field </> causes degener

ate ground states and thus the symmetry is broken spontaneous symmetry-

breaking. 

As the physical fields, which are excitations above the vaccum, are realized by 

performing perturbation about the ground state, so we select a particular ground 

state which, without loss of generality, we choose to be (on quantization) 

<O|0(x)|O> = V , (2.25) 

I.e. 

(0i/?|0) = u , 

( 0 |77| 0 )  =  0 ,  

(2.26) 

and then introduce two hermitian fields h{x)  and which represent the quan

tum fluctuations around the vacuum. Thus in terms of /i(rc), ^(x), the original 

that V(<f>) actually is potential energy density. Therefore the total energy barrier is 
infinite after V (4>) is multiplied by the infinite spatial volume in which the quanttun field theory 
is defined. Hence quantimi tunneling is impossible and it explains why spontaneous symmetry 
breciking can happen in quantimi field theory but not in quantum mechanics. 

^^Note that, for these new variables, the vacuum state makes (0|ft|0) = 0 and (0|^|0) = 0. 
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field is given by 

(p{x)  =  {v  +  h{x) )e^^  .  (2.27) 

Substituting (2.27) into (2.17) gives the Lagrangian density, expressed in the fields 

h{x) and ^(x) as follows: 

+ 7n%h? + (8»5){a„o 

+ 

+ {h,^  in teract i tyns)  .  (2.28) 

By inspection, the gauge field has a mass tua = qv as implied by the term 

Afj,A*^. Similarly, the scalar field h carries a mass mh = by virtue of 

the term rn^h?- whereas the scalar field whose quantum is known as Goldstone 

boson,is massless. However, since no such massless scalar boson has been ob

served, it must be eliminated from the theory. This is a typical case of spontaneous 

symmetry breaking - the Lagrangian is invariant under a symmetry operation, but 

the vacuum is not.^^ Note that the original Lagrangian C (2.17) is invariant under 

(2.20), but the reformulated Lagrangian C! (2.28) is not; the symmetry has been 

"broken". To put it the other way around, the overall symmetry of the system is 

"hidden" by our arbitrary selection of one of the degenerate minima. Here, I need 

fact, this is a simple example of the Goldstone theorem [27, 28] which states that the 
spontaneous breaking of a continuous global symmetry inevitably generates one or more massless 
scalar bosons. 

familiar example is the ferromagnet, the Hamiltonian for which is rotationally invariant but 
the group state of the theory consists of atoms whose spins are all aligned in the same direction, 
so breaking the invariance. 
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to emphasize that both Lagrangian densities C and Cl describe exactly the same 

physical system. However, the original L would not lead to a useful perturbation 

series because the expansion is about the unstable point \<t>\ = 0; whereas the re

formulated one £' leads to a meaningful perturbation series. The difference in the 

interpretation arises when perturbations around the minimum are considered. 

It is instructive to count the degrees of freedom (dof). Originally we had a com

plex scalar field (2 dof) and a transverse field for a massless photon (2 dof) for a 

total of 4 dof. After the spontaneous symmetry breaking, we have a massive photon 

(3 dof) and two real scalar fields h, ^ (2 dof). Thus we seem to have gained one 

extra degree of freedom. A way out of the dilemma is to exploit the local gauge 

freedom of ({> (2.21), i.e. <?^(x) —)- We can choose a particular gauge, 

for example, the unitary gauge reached by 

e{ x )  = ̂  (2.29) 
qv 

so that the field ^ does not appear in C!. 

Substituting (2.29) into (2.21) with (2.27) gives 

<p{x)  —)•  (f )  ( x )  =v  + h(x)  ,  

A^(x)  —A;, (x)  =  Af ,{x)  -h  .  

(2.30) 

Now, due to gauge invariance, we may substitute these expressions into (2.17). 

A massless gauge field has two tranverse dof, while a massive one has an additional longitudinal 
dof. 

Detailed discussions about the choices for different gauges can be found in, e.g., [7] Ch. 9. 
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Then the Lagrangian density becomes 

£" = - ~vh? - ̂ h" 

- + + \qVA^X'' - . (2.31) 

Dropping the primes on and we find the Lagrangian density in the form 

- ̂ qA^(2v + h) + . (2.32) 

The field f disappears from the theory and the gauge field A^ becomes massive. 

The Lagrangian now correctly represents the desired mass spectrum: it describes 

two interacting massive particles, a vector gauge boson A^, •with mass = qv 

and a massive scalar h with mass mh = which is called a Higgs 

particle. Moreover, the total number (four) of degree of fireedom is unaltered. In 

fact, from (2.30) A^(a:) —> A^ = A^+^5^^(2r), we see that the massless Goldstone 

boson is "swallowed" by the gauge field and reappears effectively as the longitudinal 

component of the gauge boson, giving it a mass. In other words, the extra degree 

of freedom actually corresponds to the gauge freedom and we have just "gauged 

away" the unwanted degree of freedom. After Higgs, this mechanism is known as 

the (Abelian) Higgs mechanism [29, 30, 31, 32, 33], built on the union of local gauge 

invariance and spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
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2.2 Higgs Boson in the Minimal Standard Electroweak Model 

In the preceding section we have shown how the (Abelian) Higgs mechaxiism gener

ates mass for the gauge field in an (Abelian) Higgs model. Here, we generalize the 

above argument to the SU{2)L ® U{1)Y symmetry of the electroweak interactions 

with emphasis on the aspects relevant for Higgs physics. In the following, we 

shall see how the Higgs mechanism provides mass for the W~ and gauge 

bosons. 

The Standard Electroweak Model is an SU{2)L ® U{1)Y gauge theory [37, 38, 

39], containing four gauge fields: = 1,2,3) for SU(2) and for U(l) with a 

kinetic energy term 

Cg = —Wi^Wr - , (2.33) 

where the non-Abelian field strength tensors are defined as 

W;, := d^^Wt - d,Wi + (2.34) 

and the Abelian field strength tensor is given by 

Bfiu •= — duB^ . (2.35) 

Just as in the Abelian Higgs model of the last section, in order to implement the 

•^^Note that we follow the line of the last section. Only after introducing the spontaneous 
symmetry breaking, the fields are intrepreted as quantxxm ones. 

•^^Details about the generating of fermions mass and other aspects of Standard Electroweak 
Model can be found in refs. [34, 35]. A comprehensive collection of the original papers on the 
Standard Model are collected in ref. [36]. 
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Higgs mechanism, we postulate the existence of a background field permeating all 

space, called the Higgs field, coupling to the gauge fields. In the present case, we 

require to break the SU{2)L 0 U(1)Y symmetry spontaneously in a manner that 

leaves the photon massless while the W and Z bosons become massive. This can 

be achieved with a weak isospin SU(2) doublet of complex scalar fields 

where the electric charges, positive for 0^"^^ and neutral for follow if to the 

Higgs doublet one assigns the weak hj^jercharge Y = 1. Again the scalar (clas

sical) potential that will be used to break the symmetry spontaneously is 

in which and A are constants with rri^ < 0 and A > 0. 

After introducing the interaction between the scalar fields ^ and the gauge 

boson fields via the gauge principle discussed in section 2.1.1., we arrive at the 

^®With the help of the Gell-Mann - Nishijima relation of the weak interactions Q =  Ts  +  ̂  
[37] where T3 is the third component of the weak isospin. Note that this relation is an additional 
condition and not included in the basic principle of SU(2)L ®U{\)Y gauge invarizince. 

^®In the simplest version of the Higgs mechanism, there is no deeper theoretical explanation 
about the choice of potential V{(j>). It can't be derived firom more fundamental principles. Thus 
the form of V(0) has a somewhat arbitrary featiure though it can be shown to be the most general 
form which can be renormalized and is SU(2) gauge in-variant. However, we shall see in chapter 
four that it is not the case imder our newly proposed dynamical Higgs mechanism in which the 
potential (2.37) can be recovered with a deeper physical meaning. Moreover, it should be noted 
that what we discuss in this chapter is just the classical picture of spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
The potential (2.37) is actually the tree approximation to the effective potential V^ff [40, 41]. 

<!> 

( f ) l  + 202 
(2.36) 

:= (2.37) 
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SU{2)L®U(1)Y  invaxiant Lagrangian density for these scalar fields 

(2.38) 

where the covariant derivative is 

(2.39) 

Here ^ are the coupling constants associated with the weak isospin group SU{2)  

and  weak  hypercharge  U{1)  r e spec t ive ly ,  whi l e  ^  are  the  genera to r s  o f  the  SU{2)  

algebra with 

( 
n 

0 1 

1 0 
,T2 = 

^0 

i 0 

[ 
,T3 = 

1 0 

0 -1  
(2.40) 

and U{1)  has the single generator 

Y = 1 0 

0 1 
(2.41) 

It is straightforward, if tedious, to show that C^g (2.38) is manifestly invariant 

under SU(2)L <S) U{1)Y transformations 

<l){x) (j)'{x) = U2Ux(l>{x) , 

2 /i 2 li ^  9  
B '  =B^ , -  d^e{x )  ,  

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 
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where 

U2 := , 

(2.45) 

and the functions 9{x) ,  9^{x )  are independent. 

As usual, the vacuum state in the case < 0, A > 0 is not at \c()\^ = 0 and 

the scalar field has a non-zero vacuum expectation value. Proceeding as in the 

(Abelian) Higgs model, by demanding = 0, we get for the classical potential 

V (0) a minimum at 

fi777^ 
= {.4>\ + 4>2 + (t>i + (f^D = • (2-46) 

Without loss of generality, we can choose the vacuum to have 

02 — <^4 — 0 , 
Qrnl 

A 

, 
(2.47) 

which was originally proposed by Weinberg [38]. 

Hence, the vacuum expectation value of (p is chosen as 

flio := {0\m 
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(2.48) 

thereby spontaneously breaking the SU{2) i ,  ®  U{1)Y  symmetry and thus generat

ing mass for gauge bosons. However, the U{l)cm symmetry stays unbroken and 

the photon remains massless. This can be easily seen as follows. Out of the four 

SU{2)c (g) U{1)Y generators, namely ^ and Y, we can form a new generator 

Q := fa + r 

0^ 

0 0 
(2.49) 

which is a linear combination of ^ and Y.  As 

any 9{x)  leaves 

Q<Po = = 0 , (2.50) 

00 ^ = 00 . (2.51) 

Moreover, according to the weak Gell-Mann - Nishijima relation, Q actually repre

sen t s  the  charge  opera to r .  In  shor t ,  t he  vacuum i s  invar ian t  under  the  loca l  U{l )em 

symmetry. Hence the corresponding gauge field (photon field), being a linear com

bination of (belonging to ^) and (belonging to Y), acquires no mass. 

^°We shall see later how the fields and axe mixed to form the photon field explicitly. 
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Now, in order to investigate the particle spectrum, let us expand (i){x) about 

our chosen vacuum (2.48) 0o 
^ 0 ^  

\ / 

. In terms of 771,772, T-L which describe the 

quantum fluctuations around the vacuum,4>{^) be parametrized as 

0(x) = 
772(0;) +i77i(x) 

+ 'H{x) — iTiz{x) 
(2.52) 

or in terms of its 'modulus' and 'phase' [26] 

4>{x) = 
^ u  +  'H{x)  

(2.53) 

Proceeding in a way similar to the Abelian case, the next step is to 'gauge' away 

the unphysical if (a;) field. Let us choose a gauge, say, 

d{x)  := 0 , 

: =  H i .  
gv 

(2.54) 

Then inserting these into (2.42) with (2.53), we obtain 

(t){x) —>• (t){x) = 
0 

^ z; + T-L{x) 

Hence, rji, t]2, rjs, y. have zero vacuum expectation values. 

(2.55) 
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i.e. only the real field H(x) is left. 

Similarly, inserting (2.54) into (2.43)(2.44), we have 

Bf ,  —)•  B '  =  Bf^  ,  

(2.56) 

where 

= (2.57) 

Now, due to gauge invariance, we may substitute (2.55) (2.56) into (2.38), writing 

as a 2 X 2 matrix and using the explicit forms (2.40) of the Pauli matrices. 

Dropping the primes on we arrive at a final Lagrangian 

= \d^Hd^n  + mlH^ -

-  ̂(y  + -  g'B^ f  +  0{g 'W^  +  gB^ f  

= + mlH' -

2 , /2 
- ^ {v  +  n fw+w-^  -  + + 0A^^^2.58) 

Here we have defined the charged Bose fields 

^^N o t e  tha t  in some literature the notations := W^, ;= W~ are also used. 
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W+ : r r  ̂  

W- := 

(2.59) 

and the fields and axe mixed to form the neutral Bose fields 

:= 

A„ := 

yjg'^+g''^ 

9''+a"" " 

(gWl - g'B^) , 

(S'PF?+SB„) . 

(2.60) 

By inspection, 

1 mw =  

mz  =  

rrij = 0 , 

mn =  = 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

Hence, we are left with four gauge bosons having the desired properties and one 

neutral scalar Higgs particle. It is again instructive to perform some 'bookkeeping' 

on the nimiber of degrees of freedom. Originally we had 

^^Equation (2.60) can also be written in terms of the Weinberg angle 6, where gsind = g'cosO. 
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± 2 

4 

6 

(complex scalax field 0) 

(3 massless SU(2) fields) 

(mass less  U{1)  gauge  f i e ld  Bf^ )  

12 . 

After the spontaneous symmetry breaking we have 

± 2 

9 

1 (physical real scalar field Ti) 

(massive W and Z fields) 

(massless photon field A^) 

12 . 

Here, the scalar degrees of freedom have been turned into the longitudinal po

larizations of the massive W and Z gauge bosons. 

Furthermore, the parameter v has the value v = 246 GeV which is determined 

by the weak interaction data. The argumentation is as follows. We know that 

in terms of the V-A form of the weak current, the matrix element of the ^ decay 

{jj. —)• eV^Ufj) can be written, with the Fermi coupling constant Gf, 

Since is of the order m^, it can be neglected in comparison with and we 

[z/^7'^(l - 75)//][e7<^(l - 75)z/e] (2.65) 

whUe under the vector boson picture of weak interactions 

M{f i  — 
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make the identification. 

GF 
(2.67) 

y/2 Smly ' 

Thus, (2.61) and the measured value of Gp from muon decay give 

V ,2 (\/2(jf) 

(246  GeVf  (2.68) 

In the preceeding sections we have briefly discussed the Higgs mechanism. Here, 

some remarks need to be made. 

(I). The one that we have discussed is the simplest version of the Higgs mech

anism for electroweak symmetry breaking. However, this has not been verified 

experimentally and the physics that underlies electroweak symmetry breaking is 

still not certain. Indeed, several alternatives have been suggested For instance, 

some have considered that the electroweaic symmetry may be broken dynamically 

by the technicolor approach [44, 45] which postulates the existence of technicolor 

gauge interactions among a set of technifermions. In contrast, in chapter four, we 

also propose a model with djmamical electroweak syToimetric breaking mechanism, 

but the role played by fermions is different. Another popular alternative to the 

minimal Standard Model with a single Higgs boson is to make the Standard Model 

supersymmetric [46, 47, 48]. Indeed many other attempts including the effort to 

construct an electroweaJc model without Higgs mechanism [49, 50] are still under 

investigation. 

^''For a general overview about the Higgs physics, [42, 43] can be consulted. 
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(II). There is no prediction for the Higgs boson mass which is a free parameter 

within the electroweak theory, though some theoretical constraints on Higgs mass 

can be derived. For example, the condition for perturbative unitarity [51, 52] re-

qiiires mu < 870 GeV However, the mass of the Higgs particle is no longer a 

free parameter under our newly proposed Quantiun Induction Programme which 

we are going to discuss in the next chapter. 

^®This simply means that the perturbation theory is not valid and the electroweak sector of the 
theory is strongly interacting for heavier masses. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OUTLINE OF THE QUANTUM INDUCTION 
PROGRAMME 

Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler. 

A. Einstein 

From the previous discussion, we saw that the Higgs mass depends on A (2.64) 

which is a parameter characteristic of the scalar potential. However, within the 

Stajidard Model, there is no way to calculate or determine A without finding exper

imental information about the Higgs spectrum itself. It is due to the fact that the 

conventional local quantum field theory has intrinsic ultraviolet divergencies which 

are supposed to be circumventable by the renormalization procedure [53], and thus 

requiring a number of renormalization constants which cannot be determined by 

the theory and are regarded as free parameters to be fixed by experiment. However, 

in the following, we shall see that the proposed Quantum Induction Programme [54, 

55] provides a way for avoiding ultraviolet divergencies and replacing them by some 

consistency conditions. Hence we have fewer adjustable parameters and thus A can 

be estimated. 

Since Quantum Induction is a vast subject, an introductory presentation nec

essarily involves choices of emphasis and of omission. Other aspects of Quantum 

Induction, for instance, the unitarity preserving finiteness [56] and the access to 

gravity [57, 58, 59, 60] won't be discussed here. 

In the following, first of all, we shall discuss basic postulates of our proposed 

Quantvmi Induction in section 3.1. Then various implied properties of Bose fields 
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in Quantiim Induction will be fully explained in section 3.2. In contrast with the 

usual theory where quantum field equations are never mentioned, they are induced 

by our postulates in Quantum Induction appeared in section 3.3. Finally, in sec

tion 3.4, we shall derive two Lmportant results from our postulates, namely, the 

non-canonical Bose propagators ajid bare vertex functions. Hence our couplings 

approach bare constants at asymptotic energies on which our modified renormal-

ization group equations appeared in Chapter five are based. 

3.1 Basic Postulates 

At the most fundamental level, we adopt the "Wightman axioms" for quantum field 

theory [61] except the asymptotic completeness and positive definiteness axioms. 

Here, we do not intend to present these axioms in detail, however, there is an 

important point that should be mentioned. 

It has been realized since the classic analysis of field measurements for the elec

tromagnetic field in quantimi electrodynamics [62, 63] that it is physically mean

ingless to ask for the value of a quantized field (t>{x) at a given space-time point 

because it cannot be a proper observable. In fact, it appears evident that such a 

measurement at a point would necessitate infinite energy. This suggests that the 

quantized field (f){x) can only be interpreted as a field to be smeared, i.e. to every 

test function fix) on Minkowski space there corresponds an (unboimded) opera

tor 4>[f\ acting on the Hilbert space 1-L. the space of states, in a manner indicated by 

e A. (3.1) 
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Here f {x )  E  T> where 2? is the space of those infinitely differentiable complex-valued 

functions which are of compact support, and A denotes the algebra of smeared fields 

. In fact, all serious attempts [64, 65] to attribute a rigorous mathematical meaning 

to (l>{x) have led to the same conclusion — only when the quantized field (/>(x) is 

treated as an operator valued distribution over Minkowski space, ^ it is weU-defined. 

First of all, let us come to the postxilates of our Quantiun Induction Programme. 

For brevity's sake, we take the "interacting" Dirac equation ^ 

as our basic postulates. In the formulae above, ^ is a spinor of 96 components 

which describes the 24 leptons and quarks while and denote its hermitian 

conjugate and transpose respectively. Of course, a unit matrix of the appropriate 

dimension is implied on the right-hand side of (3.3) and thus its left-hand side 

^Note that this can be viewed as the mathematical expression of the physical idea of modifying 
the exact point model because only the space-time averages of a quantum field <f){x) over test 
functions are considered as proper observables. 

^Note that the conventional form of free Dirac's equation is {i^ — m)ij} = 0 which describes 
a free fermion xp with mass m. However, when one regards all matter as made out of leptons 
and quarks (i.e. fermions), with Bose fields B{x) mediating their forces, it is most natural to 
start from (3.2). In fact, Dirac adopted a similar equation in his early work [66]. In fact, if one 
approximates Bose fields B{x) by its vacuum expectation value, the "interacting" Dirac equation 
will be reduced to the free Dirac's equation. Moreover, it should be pointed out here that (3.2) 
does not hold in the usual theory for interacting Bose fields B{x) [68] since coincident canonical 
quantum field products are divergent. More will be discussed at footnote 5. 

^In the cmrent view, the spectrum of the Standard Model for the fermions consists of 6 leptons 
and 6 'flavors' of quarks, which come in three 'colors'. 

{i^ — = 0 (3.2) 

and the equal-time anticommutation relations 

[« (x ) ,  * f (0 ) ]^ ,<S(2:° )  =  S{_x)  (3.3) 

(3.4) 
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should be understood as 

(3.5) 

where C, t? are spinor indices. Several remarks need to be made here first. 

(i). Actually, the postulates (3.2) through (3.4) can be derived from Feynman's 

path integral with the basic action 

which is regarded as our primary postulate ( Appendix A). However, for pedagogic 

purposes, we start from (3.2) through (3.4). 

(ii). As we know, free fields can be quantized canonically. For interacting fields, 

the infinite renormalization [67] is invoked and so the renormalized fields violate 

the canonical equal-time relations [68, 69, 70] However, if one postulates that 

only Dirac's field ^ is quantized cajionically, then the infinite renormalization is 

prevented and thus the canonical quantization by (3.3) and (3.4) can be demanded 

to hold for both free and interacting Dirac fields. Moreover, (3.2) through (3.4) 

will provide so strong consistency conditions that a (non-canonical) quantization 

of Bose fields B is implied. More will be discussed in the following sections. 

*Note that this violation under inJBnite renormalization is rarely mentioned in the usual theory, 
because neither canonical relations nor (quantmn) field equations occur in the 5-matrix. Never
theless, it can easily be seen by using the fact that the generic renormalized field relates with 
the bare field 4>b through <j>r = -^4>b with the renormalization constant Z = 0. Hence, the idea 

that the canonical commutation relations hold in any literal sense must be abandoned. 

S[^]  =  J  dx ' ^{x ) { i ^  — B{x ) ) ' ^ {x )  ,  (3.6) 
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So, with the above mentioned postulates, how are the ultraviolet divergencies 

prevented in Quantum Induction! Here, it should be noted that the usual quantum 

field theory was regarded as a fundamental theory which means that all high-energy 

processes had to be taken into consideration. Hence, in order to take into account 

the high-energy effects on low-energy phenomena, the cutoff is taken to infinity 

which results in the ultraviolet divergencies. Or, equivalently, we may say that 

these divergencies originated from the usual attempt to make all basic fields canon

ical, so that the canonical quantum field products such as 

are meaningless when they occur at the same point x = y ^ Here, let us take the 

usual interacting field equation (• + )(?S> = ip{x)'ip(x) as an example. Actually, 

LQ usual theory, this quantum field equation is seldom used. Instead, its corre

sponding Lagrangian and S matrix are constructed. The perturbative calculations 

based on such S matrix always led to the appearance of numerous divergent in

tegrals. By the traditional renormalization method, the resulting divergences are 

isolated, and are considered to represent infinite but unobservable renormalizations 

of appropriate masses, charges, and wave-functions. In this sense, the usual theory 

never touches the divergent coincident field products seriously. However, in Quan

tum Induction, this is not the case. They can be avoided in Quantum Induction in 

®Here, dimensional analysis provides some useful insights. As we know, for ceinonical Bose field 
0 (in d dimensions), [<j>] = ( L is length). Hence, the leading singular term for the short 
distance expansion of the canonical Bose field product (j>{x+z)(l>{x—z) is Note that it is simple 
to check that <!> fulfills the equal-time commutation relations [5o<^(a;),(^(0)]_J(x°) = —z<J(x), 
[(/>(x),0(O)]_5(x°) = [5o<^(a:),5o0(O)]_5(x°) = 0 by using the fact that [5(x)] = Z,"'' (because 

f  dxS(x) = 1) and [d^] = L~^. As for canonical Dirac field ['^] = , so the leading 
singular term for the short distance expansion of the canonical Dirac field product '^{x+z) (x—z) 
is Similarly, it is simple to check that $ fulfills the equail-time anticommutation relations 
['^(x),$t(0)]+5(x°) = S(x),  ['^(x),'^(0)]^<J(x°) = [^t(x),^t(o)]^j(xO) ^ q . With the above 
expansions, it is trivial that the canonicad 'coincident* field products are divergent. Note that 
the above dimensional analysis does not apply for classical fields since they are not satisfied the 
translational invariance. 
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the following ways. 

(i). Postulate (3-6) indicates that point interactions of Dirac field ^ with itself 

are excluded. Moreover, it will be seen that in Quantum Induction the Dirac field 

^ ajid its adjoint never couple at the same point since only the local limits of 

"^(a: + — z)" (for instance with 'subtractions' done first) are used in all our 

calculations as appearing in (3.42) and (3.214). 

(ii). In section 3.4, we shall see that in order to keep our postulates be possi

ble, the coincident field products {x)B^{x)" are required to be finite and thus 

the Bose field B is regarded as a non-canonical quantum field. It is important to 

keep in mind that B is neither assumed as a non-quantized field with which the 

theory of heat kernels [71, 72] deals, nor as a prescribed non-quantized field which 

appears in external field theory [73, 74, 75]. . 

The Dirac equation (3.2) taken as postulate demands 

for every test function f {x )  6 T> while ^(ar) ^  A  is treated as an operator valued 

distribution. Thus the 'coincident' field operator (matrix-contracted) "iS(x)^(a;)" 

® is also required to exist as an operator valued distribution in a space A! which is 

affiliated to A. 

®Here the product has the components where Q ,T } are the spinor 
indices. 

(3.7) 
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3.2 Bose Fields 

In this section, we explore some implied properties of Bose fields B which axe direct 

consequences of the basic postulates (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4). 

3.2.1 Basic properties 

(I). Since is a spinor of 4 components so from our basic postulate (3.2), B is 

required to be a 4 x 4 matrix which is regaxded as a general member of Dirac's 

Clifford algebra (CZx>) ® [76]. Its generating elements 7°, 7^, 7^, 7^ are restricted by 

7(^7") = ^ (3.8) 

where 

t'"?"' := (3.9) 

77 := diag(l,-1,-1,-1) . (3.10) 

Here, no specific matrix representation is adopted. However, each 7'' is assumed 

unitary ^ 

= ll • (3.11) 

Thus, with the introduction of the Dirac adjoint, 

^Note that $ is a spinor of 4 components when only ClLflFord aJgebra is under consideration. 
If the U{X) X SU{2) X SU(Z) Lie cdgebra is further considered, as we shall see later, then will 
have 96 components. Moreover, when is treated as the quantum operator in the Hilbert space, 
it has infinite dimensions under field algebra. 

®A set of matrices satisfying the commutation relations (3.8) is said to generate a Clifford 
algebra. 

^Note that 7^1 = Tjftuj"-
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r := 7or^7o (for every T e Cl-p)  ,  (3.12) 

we have 

T j = T ^ ' = 7 ^ = r  e C h .  ( 3 . 1 3 )  

Note that 

= (A: = 1,2,3), (3.14) 

i.e. 7^ is anti-hermitian. Moreover, with the introduction of 

75 := i7°7VS^ = 7r^ =75 = "Ts ^ (3.15) 

and 

;= ~ i[7^, 7'']_ = , (3.16) 

we can form the set 

r° = { 1, Z75, j f " ,  7''75, }  , (3.17) 

which constitutes a basis in Cl-p, i.e. they are linearly independent. Before we show 

this, let us recall the following theorems first. 

Theorem 1 : 

Tr iAB)  =  Tr(BA)  , (3.18) 
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it follows that 

Tr{ABC)  =  Tr{CAB)  =  Tr{BCA)  

42 

(3.19) 

Theorem 2 : The trace of the product of an odd number of generating matrices 

7*^ is zero. 

Proof 

T r  ( 7 ^ ' 1 7 ^ * 2  . . . )  3 ^ 5  C r ' r ( ' y 5 ' y 5 ' y ^ ' i ' y ' ' * 2  . . . 7 ' ' ' " )  

= (—l)"Tr(757^'i7^^2 ... 7'^'" 75) 

3^8 • (3-20) 

Theorem 3: 

rr(75) = 0 . (3.21) 

Proof 

^^(75) i 

= —z Tr(7^7^7^7°) 

—i rr(7°7^7^7^) . (3.22) 

With theorem 2, 3 and using (3.8), (3.15), it is quite straight fom^ard to verify 

Theorem 4: 

rr(r"r'') = O ( if a ^ 6 ) . (3.23) 
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To show that those sixteen elements in (3.17) are linearly independent, let us as

sume that 

^Car" = 0. (3.24) 
a 

Then multiply (3.24) by F'' and take the trace. By using theorem 4, we find that 

Cb = 0. As 6 is arbitrary, this meajis that aU coefficients are zero and thus these 

sixteen elements are linearly independent. Therefore, using (3.17) as the basis, Bose 

fields 13(x) can be written as 

13{x) = S'^{x) + ij5S~{x) + I'^V'^ix) -t- 7''75V~(x )  +  cr^ ' ' 7^ , / ( x )  

=  S{x )  + I ' ^V^ ix )  -h , (3.25) 

where 

S{x)  := <S'*'(2;) 4- i j5S~(x )  , (3.26) 

V^{x)  := V+(a;) + T5V-(x) . (3.27) 

Note that S^{x), V^{x) and Tf^ui^) only act on the flavor and color components of 

^(x). Thus they do not contain any 7^ matrices. Moreover, from the parity trans

formations of the 16 elements in (3.17), the fields <S"^(x), S~{x), V''"(x), V~(x), 

Tfiu{x) can be easily identified as scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, pseudovector and 

tensor fields respectively. 

'•'^However, in sectioin 3.2.3. we shall find 7^^ = 0. Thus, B{x) is actually not spanned by all 
16 basis elements of Dirac's Clifford algebra, but only by 10 of them. 
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(II). In contrast to the usual theory where ^ := ^^70 is assumed from the start and 

one lets ^ and ^ vary independently without any explanation (see, for instance, 

[77]), ^(x) and ^(x) are treated as two different fields initially in the quantum 

induction programme, so their variations are independent. However, by demanding 

the consistency of Dirac's equation (A.49) 

- 5)^ = 0 (3.28) 

and its adjoint (A.50) 

^ ( 2 ^  +  ̂ ) = 0 ,  ( 3 . 2 9 )  

we shall show 

^ = ^^^70 , (3.30) 

B := 70^^70 = B . (3.31) 

In fact, by taking the hermitian conjugate of (3.29), we have 

= 0 

= 0 

— 7 o ( — +  ' S ^ ) 7 o 7 o ' J ^ ^  = 0 

- 7OS^7O)TO^^ = 0 
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Compaxing with Dirac's equation (3.28), we have 

^ ( or ^ ) , 

B = 705^70 := B . 

(3.33) 

(III). As a consequence of (3.31) with (3.25), we have 

(i)-

S = S . (3.34) 

Using the fact that S does not contain any 7^^ matrices except 75 (see (3.26))which 

anticommutes with all other 7'^, 

[7'', 75L=0, (3.35) 

we further have 

7''.S = 5^7'' - (3.36) 

(ii). 

=  V l ,  ( 3 . 3 7 )  

(3.38) 

Proof 
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= 

= ToV^TOT'" ( = ) 

= ToToT^Vj 

= (3.39) 

• 

(iii). 

%u = . (3.40) 

Proof 

(iu(-= Tuucy^" 

= . (3.41) 

3.2.2 The locality of Bose fields 

In the usual theory, the locality [78] of Bose fields needs to be postulated. In 

the following, however, we shall show that this property is naturally implied by the 

consistency condition 

B{x)  = Stt^ lim ^~{T[^{x  + z ) ' ^ {x  — z ) ] }^^  ( for 0)  , (3.42) 
Z"^0 

Locality of the fields means that the field operators either commute or anticommute 
with each other at spacelike separated points, [<i>m{x), 0n(y)]± = 0 for (x — y)^ < 0. Note that 
the strict locality of Dirac's field ^ is evident from our postiilates (3.3) and (3.4). 

^^In the following, the limit can be approached on any path which does not touch the light cone 
= 0, for instance keeping zq = 0. 
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which, will foUow from our basic postulates (3.2) through (3.4). It should be noted 

that the braces at (3.42) indicate that := 7^^ is to act on ^ and ^ but not 

on / := (4 -

Now, let us derive the consistency condition (3.42). First of all, we introduce 

the  t ime  orde red  b i loca l  quan tum f ie ld  h{x ,  z )  

b (x , z )  :=  (47r)^T[^(rr + z)^(a: — z)] , (3.43) 

which satisfies the equation 

T{ ^ + 2z + z) }6(x, z) = 27r^6'^{z) . (3.44) 

Proof 

We start from (A.60) 

T{ + i  B iu )  }^ (u ) ' ^ (v )  =  5^{u  -  v)  .  (3.45) 

Let 

so 

u := X + z , 

V  := a; — 2 , 

(3.46) 

T{  +1 S(x + z) }«(! + z )^ (x  - z )=  S \2z )  .  (3.47) 

^^Since '4' is a local field due to (3.3) and (3.4), hence b(x,z) is regarded as a bilocal quantum 
field. 
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As 

^  {^{x  +  z )^ (x  — z ) }  = ^  { '$ (x  +  z ) }^ (x  — z )  

=  i ( r  +  r ) { ® ( i  +  2 ) * ( a : - z ) }  ,  ( 3 . 4 8 )  

(3.47) becomes 

T{^  + +2iB{x  +  z)}{47r f - ^{x  +  z ) 'Wix - z )  =  (47rf (2) 5^^(22) 

= (47r)'(2) 
^2 S^(z )  

24 
= 27rH^(z) . (3.49) 

Using the fact that 

r {  S(x + z)^{x  -h  z ) ^ i x  - z ) }  =  T{B{x- \ - z )T[  ̂ { x  +  z )^{x  -  z)]}  (3.50) 

and the definition of b{x, z) from (3.43), we reach (3.44) finally. 

• 

Moreover, by checking the singularity of equation (3.44) for 2 —> 0, we conclude 

z) ^ 2-KH\Z) . (3.51) 

Proof 

From the discussion in section (A.l), we know that the differential operator 

should act after the time ordering T. Hence 

( r +  r ) 6 ' ^ ' ' ( 2 : , 2 )  =  ( r +  r )W22o)^^(a; + 2)^(x-2) 

— 9{—2zo)W{x  — z ) '$^{x  +  z )}  .  (3.52) 
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As 

( r +  +  =  2 ^ ^ ^ { < i f { x  +  z ) ' ^ { x - z ) }  ,  ( 3 . 5 3 )  

( r + r )0{±2zo) = i^d'^B{±2zo) , (3.54) 

it implies that ( ^ + ^^ )6(x, z )  is more singulax than h{x ,  z )  itself. 

Also, due to the Dirac equation (3.2) 

( i ^ - B ) > 5  =  0  ,  (3.55) 

we have 

i  JB{x) ' ^ (x )  dx  f ( x )  =  j ' ^ {x )  dxd f j ,  f { x )  G A . (3.56) 

Thus the product B{x  + 2)6(2: + z )  is no more singular than b{x ,  z ) .  Therefore, for 

2^0, the most singular term on left-hand side of (3.44) is 0^b(x, z) while it is 

2'jr'^6'^{z) on right-hand side. 

• 

However, we have the representation 

27r^d'^{z) = (3.57) 

with 

:= ( ^ Z " ) V ,  

zZ^ := (2^ — ie)"^ (e —f +0) 

(3.58) 
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Proof 

As 

Hence 

= -2YzZ^Zp^-2f:? 

r- = (3.59) 

• az V"~3 3.59 ^ nz a^z 2 ^<P  ̂ 0 Z_ 

3.8 —i n _2 = T°^-

'= Y ^ +°' 

-2 =  — —  z ' e )  }  

= A.e{^ — 2e)~^ . (3.60) 

However, in Euclidean space, we know the integral 

or 

/ 3 = r Sine de ['sine'dff r 
J (zl^ + e^? y 0 7 0 J Q Jo {zl + e^f Jo ^Jo Jo yo(z| + e2)' 

TT^ roo 4d(4) TT^ r° 
YJ 0 ^-2 , .9X3 

7T 
2e2 

2 2 e 7r2 4 

(4 + 

(3.61) 

(4 + 2 
— (.ze) ( for € —^ +0) . (3.62) 

Thus, by using the facts that {ZB)O = izo, z% = —z^ and the ie prescription in 
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Minkowski space, (3.62) becomes 

s{z'^ — ie) ^ ( for e —>• +0) . (3.63) 

Using (3.63) in (3.60), we arrive at (3.57). 

• 

Note that we have defined zZ^ := {z^ — ie)~^ for e—^ + 0 in (3.58) and have 

used it in the above calculation. In the following, the subscript ' for the negative 

powers of will be dropped for brevity's sake, but it is Implicit. 

Now, with (3.51) and (3.57), we have 

^h{x,z) (3-64) 

or 

6(x, z) = + r(x, z) (3.65) 

with 

Im f r{x, z) = 0 .  (3.66) 

Hence (3.44) becomes 

+ 2i B(x + 2) }{ i/ ^ + r{x, z) } 

W { z) —2 B{x + z) 

= 2Tr^5^{z) (3.67) 

= —2iB{x + z)r{x, z) 

(3.68) 
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by using the fact that ^T{X,Z) is less singular than ^^r(x, 2) and thus ^r(x, z) 

can be neglected when z 0. 

Taking the limit on both sides of (3.68), we get 

lim{ z )  — 2  B { x  + z) ^ ^ = —2i lim B{x + z)r(x, z) 

0 . (3.69) 

Also 

lim );f^ 2tv^ ]hn.5'^(z) 
z-^-O ^ ̂ ^ ^ z_^o ^ 

= 0 . (3.70) 

Therefore, 

lm{ ^"^6(2:, z) } f lim{ ^^r{x, z) } f  

2 lim S(x + z) z->-0 ^ ir r 

= 2B{x) (3.71) 

or 

1 
B{x) = ^]lm{^^b{x,z)}f 

= Stt^ 1^ ̂ ^{r[^(x + z)^(x — z)]}^^ ( for z^ 7^ 0 ) , (3.72) 

which is our consistency condition (3.42). 

Since in (3.42) the limit z —> 0 may be approached on any path which does not 

touch the cone z^ = 0, we may choose the path ZQ = 0. By (3.3), (3.4) and (3.42), 
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the components B^{x) of B{x) then satisfy 

[ ^(0) ]_ = 0 at < 0 , (3.73) 

and [ B^{0) ]_ = 0 at < 0 , (3-74) 

where B(x) := hpB^(x) with the constant matrices bp which act on the spin, 

flavor, and color components of Dirac's field 

In other words, (3.72) proves that all components B^{x) of B{x) show the lo

cal commutabilities; but we shall see in section 3.4 that they cannot be canonical. 

Moreover, due to the same result (3.72), the Bose field B{x) can be considered less 

fundamental than Dirac's La quantum induction programme. However, in (3.72) 

the field B should not be regarded as creating bound ( or confined ) fermions [79], 

since bound states require forces and form factors which do not enter in (3.42). 

3.2.3 Absence of Pauli terms 

In this section, we are going to show another consequence of quantum induction 

programme first, namely, = 0 as follows. [80, 81] 

Proof 

Note that in the following, the Bose field B{x) is such a non-canonical quantum 

field that the 'coincident' field products exist. 

From (3.65), (3.66), b{x^z) can be written as 

b{x,z) := (A7r)^T[^{x + z)'^{x — z)] 
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= -hC + r(^)}(2:,2) ,  (3.75) 

where z), z), C(a:, z) axe Bose fields localized at x and C^~^^(x, z), 

C^~^^(x, z), z) can be made homogeneous in the sense of 

C^^^{x, az) = a'^ z) ( for /i = —2, —1,0, a E C ) ,  (3.76) 

while the 'remainder' z) is less singular than ^^(x, z), '^^(x, z), C{x, z) 

and satisfies 

limr^^^(x, z) =0 ( on a path with 0 ) .  (3.77) 

Moreover, using the Taylor expansion, we have 

B{x + z)= B{x) + ^(x) + ^z^'z^S^uix) + R(x, z) , (3.78) 

where the remainder R{x, z) of this Taylor polynomial vanishes at z = 0 faster 

than z^. 

Furthermore, by the definition (A.3) of the time ordered product, (3.44) becomes 

^''We shall find shortly that CQ^^z) actually consists of a homogeneous term z), a 
logarithmic term L(x)ln(i£ — ) and a remainder Q(x). 

^®In the following, we're not going to discuss in detail the A^^{x,z) term which will be further 
analysed when we come to gravity [57]. The result (3.77) just comes from the fact that for small 
k**!,  r^^\x,z) behaves as ^ln{z-). 

^®Note that in order to prevent the usual 'factor ordering' problems, we postulate that for any 
'coincident' field product which exists, the succession of its factors is irrelevant. For instance 

+ z)'^^{x + z) = '^'' '(a; + 2)B^''(x + z). 
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T{ ^ + 2iB{x + z) }6(a:, z) = 2Tr^5'^{z) 

^ + ̂ ~ + 2ilS(x + z)}b(x, z) + 2i0(—zo)[B(x + z), b{x,z)\ = . 

(3.79) 

Hence, inserting (3.75) and (3.78) Lato (3.79) and using dimensional analysis, we 

obtain the recursive set of diflferential equations for and C{x., z) 

rC(-2)(a:,2) = 2B{x)r^ , (3.80) 

rC^-^)(x,2) = 2z''B^^{x)r^ -  {2iB{x) + ^}C^-''\x,z) , (3.81) 

^'C{x,z) = z^z''B,f,^{x)r^ -  2iz^'B,^{x)C^-'^\x,z) 

— {2iB{x) 4- ^^}C^~^\x,z) , (3.82) 

since they are all linearly independent. 

Now, in order to solve (3.80), we need to use (3.34), (3.37), and (3.40) which 

are equivalent with 

SY =  Y S ^ ,  

v^Y =  Y v ^ ,  

%uY = YTi^-

(3.83) 

Thus, with the help of (3.83), (3.80) can be written as 
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rc(-2)(x,2) = 2B{x)r^ 

3JP 2yf'r'V^(x) + 2r^S^{x) + 5 (3-84) 

and its solution is 

z^C'^-^\x,z) =2^z''V^{x) - z^'S^ix) + • (3-85) 

When this is substituted into (3.81) with (3.25), we obtain 

rC^-'\x,z) = 2z''7V"'( - V^,p -  2zV,V^ ) 

+ z-^Y( 5; + 22Vp<St ) + 2/-^z^( 5; - 2iS% ) 

+ 2tz-^SS^ + 2i-r 

+ Yr'Y" A - iT^u,p ) + 2r'Y''^ST^. 

+ 22''7'^' 'X"'( 27;.Vp + ) -  2z-^-ff'-'T^,S\3.86) 

Here and below, we have used 

f := z^Y' 

f  := 

(3.87) 
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with 17 

r  fipCT 

(3.88) 

Moreover, all the fields and their derivatives are localized at a;, but for brevity's 

sake, the argument x has been suppressed. 

With the help of the gauge covariant derivatives 

Sp cS,p + 2[Vp , <S] — 

Spcr •= S^pff + 2[Vor , «Sp] — Spa 

V^p ••= V^,p - Vp,^ + i[Vp, V^] = 

V^po- •= ^[^O' ' Htp] ~ ^Ipa-

Tpcrr • — Tpa^T "t" ) 'T^pcr\ 1 

(3.89) 

it is tedious but straightforward to show that the solution of (3.86) is 

C^-^\x,z) = z-^{ + Cj-') + Ci"') }{x,z) (3.90) 

with 

Ci"^^(a:,z) := z"" fj S ,  

^^The brackets here indicate that we are to average over all permutations of the indices within 
the brackets, with a plus or minus sign for even or odd permutations, respectively. For instance 

^®In the following, [A ,  :=  AB ifc B70A70, and := .. .Apa.... 
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- . Tlr] 

- i( ) . (3.91) 

Cj-"(l,z) := z''WS^ + \rV„) 

+ 22Z2[V^ , 5t]+ + ifsS^ , (3.92) 

C'l'\x,Z) := zT'^iVr.r.A-^ + 

+ 2z''{Y[s,%.V- + [V^7:^^) 

+ %r]^ . (3.93) 

Using (3.83) and the above solutions Co~^\ it is easy to obtain the Dirac 

adjoints 

Ci^\x,z) = ±Ci^\x,-z) , 

C^~^\x,z) = C^~^\x,-z) .  

(3.94) 

Moreover, we find 

Tb(x, -z) = r[7o6^(x, -z)7o] 

= r[7o(47r)^T{^(a: -h z)^^(x -  2)7o}So] 

= Tl(47r)^T{'^(x — z)^'^(x + Z)}'YQ ]  ,  

= H^,z) , (3.95) 

where T restores the time ordering which has been inverted by the hermitian con

jugation in 6 = 7o6^7o-
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Thea, with the representation, of b{x, z) (3.75) 

b ( x , z )  = 4- r^°^}{x,z) (3.96) 

and the reciprocity condition (3.95), we obtain 

( x ,  z )  =  ( x ,  - z )  ( f o r  h  = - 2 , - 1 )  ,  

(3.97) 

247.(0) ̂ 2;^ z) = (x, —z) , 

since all the terms in (3.96) are linearly independent. 

It follows from (3.90) and (3.94) that 

-2Ct^\x,-z) = z'tC-'(x,z) -  z''C-'(x,-z) 

z'^C~^{x,—z) — z'^C~^{x,—z) 

= 0 . (3.98) 

Hence, 

= 0 . (3.99) 

Since all the terms in (3.93) are linearly independent, thus we may conclude that 

the simplest solution to (3.99) is 

7^1/ = 0 . (3.100) 
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Hence, we see that 'tensor potentials' 7^^, 7^ 0 would violate a basic relation of 

^-algebras 

which has been used in the derivation of reciprocity condition (3.95). 

Moreover, as a hypothetical ^ 0 might consist of two independent terms 

where is a basic tensor field and with an arbitrary coefficient /c, forms 

the 'Pauli Term' [82] which would make the magnetic moments of quarks 

or leptons an adjustable parameter, (3.100) implies that not only the 'Pauli Term' 

must be zero in quantum induction programme, but also no basic tensor field should 

be observed. In fact, the 'Pauli Term' in quantum electrodynamics was strictly ex

cluded because of its non-renormalizability which was validated by the excellent 

agreement of quantum electrodynamics with the observed magnetic moment of the 

electron [83] though it is consistent with all accepted invaxiance principles including 

Lorentz, CP and gauge invariances. 

^®However, in recent yeaxs, the Standard Model is no longer regarded as a fundamental theory 
but an effective field theory [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. In other words, it is just a low energy 
approximation to some more general theory and the noa-renormalizable interactions are thus all 
suppressed by powers of the underlying fundajnental mass scale which, for instance, is the Planck 
mass scale. Hence, renormalizability is not a fundamental physical requirement anymore [90, 
91] and the experimental success in QED merely indicates that nature still hides the expected 
discrepancy in 'higher decimals'. In this sense, if the "Pauli Term" is foimd to be nonvanishing, 
then our Quantxim Induction Programme will be totally discarded. 

(3.101) 

(3.102) 
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3.2.4 Standard coupling matrices 

From last section, we see that the Pauli terms must be absent. Thus (3.25) becomes 

Although <S(x) and are 96 x 96 matrices, only a few of their elements differ 

from zero in practice. For instance, in the Standard Model with minimal Higgs 

contents, S{x) contains the 1+3 Higgs fields 

V^{x)=tQVl{x) + tpVfiix) + (p = 1,2,3 ; c = 1,...8 ) ,(3.105) 

where «S°(x), 5p(x), V°(a;), Vp(x), V^{X) are single field components and ho, hp, 

to, tp, tc are 96 x 96 matrices which contain coupling constants and generators of 

Lie groups. In order to facilitate the further discussion, here we try to connect 

our field components and coupling matrices with the usual notations used in the 

literature by comparing with the lagrangian of the Minimal Standard model. 

"°Note that the coupling constants and the mass matrix in the 'Staxidard coupling' matrices 
are bare ones. 

B{x) = S{x) + • (3.103) 

S{x) = ho«S°(x) + hp«SP(x) ( p = 1,2,3 ) , (3.104) 

while the 1 + 3 + 8 Yang-Mills fields are contained in 
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First of all, let us deal with the scalar field S(x). Due to (3.6) and (3.103), the 

fermion - scalar interaction can be described by 

Cy = -1^5^ 

= -^ho^<S° - ¥hp^r5P (3.106) 

with the coupling matrices ho and hp defined as 

ho := — , (3.107) 
V 

hp := 7+Tpho - 7_horp ) (p= 1,2,3) , (3.108) 

where the 'mass matrix' m is a 24 x 24 diagonal matrix with aU the bare quark 

and lepton masses m/ as the diagonal elements. It acts on the color and flavor 

spaces only and the Higgs field vacuum value v has the value v = 246 GeV.^'^ 

The Pauli isospin matrices Tp are defined as usual and the 'chirality projectors' 

are given by 

7±:=i( 1±75 ) .  (3.109) 

Moreover, with the introduction of left-handed and right-handed Dirac fields 

^^The reason why ho and hp are chosen in this way will be seen shortly. 
-"Here, the generation mbdng [92] is neglected for brevity's saJce. Moreover, it should be noticed 

that under the finite 'renormalization' of quantum induction, the usual infinite m/ are well defined 
and cjilculable. 

^^Hence, a Dirac unit matrix is implied on the right-handed side of (3.107), i.e. ho := 
But for brevity's sake, the unit matrix will not be shown in the following. 

^''See eq. (2.68) 
^®See eq. (2.40) 
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:= 7_^ 

:= 7+^^ , 

we have 

WL = ^7+ 

= ^7-

^ 

= Wl'^R + ^r'^L 

by using the relation (3.30) and the properties 

Hence Cy becomes 

(3.110) 

(3.111) 

1+ln = -Ytxl- , (3.112) 

l l  = 1±. (3.113) 

7+7- = 0 . (3.114) 

Cy = -^r^( 5° + iTpS^ )^^R - ¥«^( 5° - iS^Tp )^^ . (3.115) 

^®Note that the mass matrix m commutes with the unit matrix. 
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Thus, for any ferimon family 

\ 

U 

D 
Cy becomes 

'i/ = - ( C/L D L )  
S° + iS^ + 

iS^ - 52 5° -  iS^ 

\ ( \ 

50 _ ^-53 _ 52 

iS^ +52 s° + iS^ 

/ 5° + iS^ 

iS"- - 52 
UR 

DL 
-  "^Ujt 5° - iS^ -iS' -  iS^ ) 

mo f — — \  ( iS^ + 

-  '^DR -iS"- + 5 2  5 °  +  iS^ )  
UL 

DL 

\ / 

(3.116) 

However, in the electroweak theory, the fermion - scalar interaction is described by 

the SU{2) ® U{1) Yukawa coupling [94] 

C y  = - G u { { x c i ) U R  +  U R { $ < X L ) } -  G D{(XL<I>)DR + DA('l>''XL)} (3.117) 

with the empirical constants 

^ 'mu 
= > 

V 
^'^Here we use the notation U := (i/g, ) and D := (e~,^~,r~,d'*,5'*,6'*) 

where the a index labels the color degree of freedom. In all cases each component belongs to a 
different generation. Moreover, in the following, neutrinos need not be massless. 
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Gp — 
mp 

V 
(3.118) 

where XL = 

V 

Ut 

DL 
is an S U ( 2 )  doublet, U R  and D R  are singlets. Here 0 is the 

Higgs complex doublet 

0 = 

V / 
(3.119) 

with weaJc hypercharge 5^(0) = 1- This has been introduced in section (2.2), while 

the isodoublet 

 ̂:= iT2(f>* = 
(+)» 

(3.120) 

has r(0) = -1 . 

Compajison with (3.116) and (3.117) shows that the field components «S°, 

are related to the Higgs doublet components by 

«S° = 03 

^ - 0^"'^) = 02 

^®Note that S{x)  are quantum fields while 4> are classical fields. What we did is just to find out 
the classical coimterpart of the quantvun fields <S(a:). Moreover, according to (2.36), 03 is chosen 
as the physical Higgs component, while 0i, 02, 04 are unphysical ones. 
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M = 01 

53 ^  ^(^(0) _ ^(0)) _ 

(3-121) 

Thus, according to (2.48) with (2.36), 

(|<S°(a;)|) = t; 

(1^(2;) 1) = 0 

(3.122) 

and hence 

( |«S(a;) |)=m. (3.123) 

In short, if the coupling matrices ho, hp are defined as in (3.107) and (3.108), the 

field components 5°(x) and 5^(2;) are related to the physical and unphysicai Higgs 

components respectively. 

Before we further identify the coupling matrices to, tp and tc, let us first intro

duce the quark projector Pq and lepton projector Pi 

Pq 024x24 ® 172 x 72 j (3.124) 

Pi '•= ^24x24 © 072x72 • (3.125) 

Prom these there follows 

= n. (3.126) 
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= P, , (3.127) 

Pi + Pq = 196x96 j (3.128) 

PiPg = 0 . (3.129) 

Now we know that in quantum chromodynamics, the quark-gluon coupling is given 

by [96] 

(3.130) 

with the Gell-Mann matrices Ac and gluon fields G^. 

However, in quantum induction, due to (3.6), (3.103) and (3.105), that interac

tion is described by 

. (3.131) 

Hence, if the are defined as 

K '•= (c=l,...8), (3.132) 

then by comparing (3.130) with (3.131), we can make the identification 

tc — 2^9sPq^c (3.133) 
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By the same token, if axe identified as the three SU{2)^ gauge fields 

Vf, := WP (p = 1,2,3), (3.134) 

then by compaxing the isodoublet XL — W interaction[95] 

=  - 9 X L ( ^ ) r X L W ^  

=  - g x j +  ( Y )  

3.ii2j.n3 (3.135) 

with its counterpart in QI 

-^(7' ' tpVP)^ , (3.136) 

we have 

tp = Ig-y-Tp - (3.137) 

Finally, with the examination of the fermion - interactions as contaimed in the 

SU{2)j^ <8> U{1)Y electroweak theory[95] 

CfB = -^g' {XlYYLB^xl + RI'^YrB^R) , (3.138) 
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V° can be identified as the U{1)Y gauge field 

V2 := , (3.139) 

if to is written as 

to = ^g' ( ^Pq - Pi + 7+<S>T3 ) . (3.140) 

In the following, let us just take the electron multiplet x = ^ J show that 

eq.(3.140) is proper 

Proof 

As the weak hypercharges Y for e^,, Ue, sr, are -1, -1, -2 repectively[95], (3.138) 

becomes 

- \ g '  { - { ^ e e t )  
( 

- 2eR'y^eR}Bfj. 
eL 

\ g ' +  e L ^ ^ e L  +  ^ C R ' y ' ^ e R }  B ^  .  ( 3 . 1 4 1 )  

Its counterpart in QI reads 

-t7'*toV°T 5S'4'7'*(in - Pi + T+Svs) V> . 

^^Reader may try other doublets to justify eq.(3.140). 

(3.142) 
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Since we are dealing with leptons only, the first term in (3.142) has no contribution, 

and the second term gives 

\ 9 ' +  e 7 ' " e )  V °  +  e L ^ S L  + -  e i a ' ' e R ) V l  ,  ( 3 . 1 4 3 )  

while the last term of (3.142) contributes 

—9 - 67^7+6 )V° = ^g'eYl+G-Vl 

^^'e7''T+7+eVj 

^^'e7-7''7+eVj 

'=° \9'eRj^eRVl , (3.144) 

which with (3.143) together gives the result (3.141); thus (3.140) is verified. 

Note that in Standard Model, V° and are mixed to form the neutral boson 

fields 

Zfj, := cos^V^ — sin0V° 

Afj_ := sin0V^ + cos0V° . 

(3.145) 
30 See equation (2.60). Note that the Weinberg angle 9 is defined by ^sinS = g' cosd. 
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Hence, by defining the chaxged boson fields 

P7+ •= — (- iV^ ) ^*'fi • ^2 ̂  J •> 

w: ^ ( V '  +  i v i ) ,  
" • x/?"" '  "" 

and with the iatroduction of the matrices t^, tiy, as 

tA '•= tocos0 + tasin^ , 

'•= tacos^ — tosin^ , 

'•= (ti + Zt2 ) , 

• —  

1 / 
^ ( t i  -  z t a )  ,  

we can write 

(3.146) 

(3.147) 

toV; + tpVP = + tzZ^ + tlyW- + twW+ . (3.148) 

Moreover, the constant matrices and are made "orthonormai" in the sense 

of 

^^See equation (2.59). 
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Tr(h^h.f) = 2u5hi (with := ^rr(hoho)) : (3.149) 

Tr{tYtz) = tSyz (with i := 12^?), (3.150) 

with 32 

/5 , 
91 y 3^ ' 

92 •= 9 , 

93 9s , 

(3.151) 

and ho, hp, to, tp, tc are defined as in (3.107), (3.108), (3.140), (3.137), and (3.133) 

respectively. 

ho = —= hi , (3.152) 
V 

hp = i'(7+rpho - T-hoTp) , (3.153) 

to = ^g'{ -  Pi + 7+73) , (3.154) 

tp = —gy—Tp , (3.155) 

tc = ^9sPgK - (3.156) 

Before the proofs are shown, I should mention some facts about traces in general : 

if A and B are any matrices, 

^^9',9i9s axe coupling constants for the gauge groups U(l), SU(2) and SU(3) respectively. 
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T r i A  +  B )  =  T r { A ) + T r i B ) ,  

T r { A B )  =  T r { B A ) ,  

T r { A ® B )  =  T r { A ) ^ T r { B ) .  

(3.157) 

(3.158) 

(3-159) 

Also, it is useful to recall that the PauU isospin matrices {Tp)2x2, Gell-Mann matri

ces (Ac)3x3 and gajnma matrices (7;i)4x4, (7±)4x4 act on different spaces, namely, 

isospinor, color and spinor spaces respectively. In addition to this, it is noted that 

Proof 

(i)-

(ii). 

Tr{Tp) = rr(Ae) = Tr{j^) = 0 , (3.160) 

Tr(7±) = 2, (3.161) 

Tr{X^Xp) = 25a0 .  (3.162) 

rr(h5hp) = irr{hj7+rpho - l47-hoTp} 

2zTr{hJrpho - hJhoTp} 

2iTr{hlTphQ - hoTphJ} 

2iTr{\ilrph .Q - hjrpho} 

0 . (3.163) 

3.161 

3-258 

3-152 

rr(hjhy) = rr{(7+rpho - 7-hoTp)^(7+-r,ho - 7-ho-r,)} 

^^Haice, direct product is implied for any multiplication among them-
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rr{(hSrj7+ - rJh^Tl)(T+T<,lio - 7-hoT,)} 

= rr{(hSrp7+ - •rpl47-)(7+7-qho - l-hoTq)}-

3.^4 rr{7+horpr,ho + 7-'^P^O1^O''9)" 

3.159J.161 (2)Tr(h^rpr,ho + Tph^lioT?) 

= 2 Tr{ho(2)(6pql2x2 + i£pqrTr)^} 

3.̂ 0  ̂Tr{ho5pQl2x2ho} 

= 8 X'r(h.olio)<^P? 

= Tr(hoho®l8>:8)^pq ^ ^ 

= 2uS„ .  

(iu). 

Tr(toto) = jg'^^Tri^P^ -  \PqPi 4- \Pqj+Tz + Pf - 2Pa+T3. + 7+® 124x24 ) 

3.129,3.150 1 ,2— ' 1 
-g' Tr{ -Pq + Pi + 7+® 124x24 ) 

js''{5(72) + 24 + C2)(24)} 

203'=^ 

20(|)sf 

12gl .  (3.166) 

(iv). 

Tr(tpt,) = ^/Tr(7-7-p7-'9) 

= \9lTr{ J-l-rpTg) 

^dTrij-iSpg + iepgrn) } 

'M" IglTvM,) 
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—  — 7 — ® l 2 4 x 2 4  ) < 5 p g  

= is|(2)(24)i„ 

= 12^2^pq • (3.167) 

(v). 
Tr(tctd.) = gsTr{ l4x4<S)-Pq AcAd) 4"® 

jsfWrr(P,A,A^) 

'•=' 2s|5^Tr{P,) 

= 12g%d 

= UgjScd • (3.168) 

(vi). 

Tr(totp) = ^g'gTr{{^Pg - Pi + 7+T3)(7_rp) ) 

= jg'gTrij+Tsj-Tp} 

= jg'gTri-y+j-TsTp) 

3.̂ 14 (3.169) 

(vii). 

rr(totc) = ^g'gsTr{{^Pg -  Pi + 7+r3)(P,Ac) } 

3-260 Q (3.170) 

(viii). 

Tr(tptc)  = ^ggsTr{ 7_rp P,Ac) 
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(3-171) 

Thus, with the above results (i) to (viii), (3.149) and (3.150) are obtained. 

3.2.5 The implied gauge invariance 

In the usual theory, the gauge invariance of the theory is postulated. Then the 

gauge transformation rule for the Bose field is derived from that postulate In 

contrast to this familiar approach, we find that the gauge invariance of (3.2) through 

(3.4) and (3.6) is inevitable in Quantum Induction since by using the consistency 

condition (3.42), the local gauge transformation 

<S{x)  —^ e-^(^)^(a;) 

^(x) —)- ^(2:)e^(^) 

(3.172) 

implies the transformation rule for Bose fields 

5 ( 2 : )  — ,  

V f , { x )  —{V(x) - id^} . 

(3.173) 

(3.174) 

Here we have used 

^''See section 2.1.1. 

uj  := a l  + Pjs  ,  
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( j j  ;= , 

(3.175) 

where a, ̂  axe assumed hermitian and contain no Dirac matrix. 

Proof: 

Our consistency condition (3.42) can be written 

B{x)  = lira ^^{r[^(x + 2)^(x — 2)]}/^ 

= 8x^7'^ limT[^(a; — z)d^^{x + 2)]/^ ( for . (3.176) 

Then under the gauge transformation 

^(a:  - z )  —)- -  z)  

'^{x  + z)  —)-  ^ (x  + ,  

(3.177) 

and noting 

= WY , (3.178) 

the Bose field B{x)  transforms as 

B{x)  —)•  87r27'^  l im{e-^(^-")  T[<i!{x  -  2)^^(x  + z)]  e«*'C==+^)}/  

^®Note that under this assumption, we have w = a;^ and thus conformal transformations axe 
not under our consideration. 
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Im {r[^(x - z)^^(x + 2)]} /3eMy+:=) 

+ Btt^ hm ( r -  r )r[^(2/ -  z) '^(y  + z)]  

(3.179) 

From (3.65) and (3.66) we have 

(47r)^lm{T[^(y -  z) '^{y  + z)]}/!^  = - i  . (3.180) 

Hence 

B{x)  —^ 5(x) ( ^ _ )e^(^) 

= Bix) { g-tu;(i)gia;(x) ) _ ^^Mx) 
2 

= {i?(a:) - , (3.181) 

from which (3.173) and (3.174) can be extracted. 

• 

However, one must realize that Quantum Induction provides only a framework, 

with the coupling matrices h^^-, ty to be filled in, for instance, by the Standard 

Model. In other words, the transformations (3.172) through (3.174) could be repre

sented mathematically by the "maximal" gauge group Up x Kp; but the "physical" 

gauge group Q will  be  much smaller ,  i .e .  C/( l )  x  SU{2) x SU{3) C.  Q G Up x Up, 

since only the twelve Yang-Mills fields Vj coupled by ty ((3.154) through (3.156)) 

have been observed. Hence, instead of having a complete basis of generators for 

the gauge group Up x Up, only 

UJ = ty t jJ^  (3.182) 
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is admitted in the transformations (3.172) through (3.174) where ty  are the twelve 

coupling matrices which generate the gauge group U(l) x SU{2) x SU{3). More

over, when the symmetry breaking of ^7(1) x SU{2) caused by 

is considered, further restriction will be imposed on oj. 

As we know, the ho from (3.107) is not a real diagonal matrix when the gener

ation mixing of Kobayashi and Maskawa [92] is considered. However, this mixing 

does not mix electric charges or leptons and quaxks and their colors. Thus (3.183) 

only commutes with the 

from (3.147) and the eight generators tc of SU{3) since tx and tc only distinguish 

charges and colors respectively. In other words, besides tx and tc, ho does not 

commute with the remaining combinations of to, ti,t2,t3. Hence (3.182) does not 

leave ho and thus (3.183) gauge invariant, unless it is restricted to 

(i5(a:)|)=ho^- (3.183) 

~ tocos^ -I- tasin^ (3.184) 

CJ = tACO'̂  -1- (3.185) 
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3.3 Induced (Quantum) Field Equations 

In contrast with the usual theory where quantum field equations are never men

tioned, they are induced by our basic postulates (3.2) through (3.4) in Quantum 

Induction. In the following, let us start to derive them by continuing our investi

gation on the recursive set of differential equation (3.82) 

-  {2iBix)  + ^}C^-^\x ,z) .  (3.186) 

As we know from section (3.2.4), 

V = 0 . (3.187) 

Hence, our C^~^\x,z) in (3.85) and C^~^^(x,z) in (3.90) become 

C(-2)(x,z) = 2r^z^V^(x) - z-^S^{x) , (3.188) 

C^- ' \x ,z)  = z-^iSl  + + 27-^55^(3.189) 

By inserting (3.188), (3.189) in (3.186) and with the help of the gauge covariant 

derivatives (3.89), we have 

^^C(x,  z)  = 2iz-^z ' 'S , ,Sf  -  /S'SSl)  

+ -  z-^z ' j '  + r^rf)s i^  
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+ 2z- ' 'Yf '"VtyaVp 

+ 22(2-V^'"' - 27V~^^''2")Vp,^V, 

+ 2iz-^{iT 4- 7''2''")V^V,,p 

+ 22-2(22" -  f )SS^Vp 

+ 22-2(22" +  f )SVf ,S^  + 2Yr^VpSS^ 

+ 22-V(22' '  +  f )ViypS^ 

+ 22-27^(22" - ;2f'')V^5^Vp + 22-V^<SV,Vp 

+ Z2-2(27"2 '^  -  27^'2"  -  Yf)Vp,^ ,S ' '  

+ iz-^ ' iYf  -  + 2/'''')5tVp,^ 

+ iz -^{Yf  -  -  4/- 'z ' ' z^)Sl ,Vp 

- iz -^ j^  (22" + ) VpS^ . (3.190) 

Its solution consists of a homogeneous term C^°^(x,z) ,  a logarithmic term and a 

remainder  Q(x)  

C(x,z)  = C^°^(2r, 2) + L(x) ln( ie  — M^z^)  + Q(x)  ,  (3.191) 

with e —> +0 and M = const., where 

C-'Kx.z)  = /-'(ivs, + [H.5t5^) 

+  r ^ ( i ) ( v . , „  -  i v , v , v ,  +  2 j [ y , ,  v „ i )  

^®In order to avoid the lengthy presentation of the derivation of the solution, only the results 
axe quoted here. In fact, their verification merely requires to perform differentiations. 

^^In the following, S j ^  and stand for the c o n t r a c t i o n s  of the gauge covariant derivatives of 
second order. For instance, <5^ := Saff-
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+  v „ l + )  

+ + ^iv .v . .s*f  -  i f iv , ,s*]* 

- jSL + H5'V, ) , (3.192) 

L(x) = ij^(x) - + i[K„.5tl'(:r)cr»-, (3.193) 

with 

J^{x)  := (5^ + 2SS^S)(x)  , (3.194) 

:= VJ,(r) + |(5;5-5t5„)(x). (3.195) 

As for the remainder Q{x),  in the following we will see that it can be dug out of 

the short distance representation of the bilocal field b(x, z) in another way, namely, 

using the familiar averaging procedure from perturbation theory [97] to simplify 

the directional-dependent terms. 

Now, let us denote the Lorentz invariant average of any function f{z)  over the 

directions of 2 by < f{z) >^2- The following results which we need shortly are 

stated here first. 

< ^'^2" >^2 = , (3.196) 

< z'^z^z'^z" >^2 = , (3.197) 

< g{z^) >^2 = giz-) , (3.198) 

< h{z) >^2 = 0 (for h(z) = —h{—z)) . (3.199) 

Proof 
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(i). 

Since the only Lorentz invariant tensor of valence 2 is 77'"', hence 

< >^2 = ri'"'f{z^) , (3.200) 

but = < z^ >22 

= 77^^< Z^Z" >z2 

= 4/(^2) , 

or /(z^) = 1^2 (3.201) 

(ii). 

Also 

< z'^z^z^z" >^2 = (77°=^//^'" + + rf^''rff)f{z^) , (3.202) 

but z^ = rjaffVpaK z°'z^z''z°' >22 

+ r7°V)/(^') 

= {(4)(4) + 4 + 4}/(z^) 

= 24/(z'^) , 

or fiz^) = . (3.203) 

From our previous discussion of the short distance representation of the bilocal 

field b(x,z) (3.75) with (3.191), we know that 

Q(x)  = (47r)^T[^(3; + 2)^(2; — 2)] — i f .  ^ ^^ix ,z)  

— C^°^(x ,z)  — r^^^(x ,z)  — L{x) ln{is  — M'^z^)  .  (3.204) 
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As z)  vanishes for 2 ^ 0 in the sense of (3 .77) ,  so after using the averaging 

procedure to remove the directional-dependent term, we have 

Q(x)  = lim < (47r)^T[^(x  -h z )^(x  — z)J  — ^ \x ,z)  — C^^\x ,z)  
z2->0 

r2,2 — L{x)  In [ is  — M z  ) >^2 . (3.205) 

Using the fact that 

2Tr{h^L(x)} Tr{h.K:F^{x)} 

= rr{hKhL:^^(rr)} 

2ur^{x) , (3.206) 

-3Tr{7^tvL(x)} Tr{tY^tL{x)}  

= Tri ty tz^^ix)}  

tT^{x)  

3uJ=-^(x)  , (3.207) 

and the notations 

Cix.z-') •- Tr{hK< (C(-^> + C^^Hx.z) >,,} , 

= Tr{-y„ t y <  (C<-« + C«")(a:,2) >,,} , 

= (4?r)~^ , 

CT (x ,  z^) 

K 

fJ- : =  e — M  ,  

(3.208) 

(3.209) 

(3.210) 

(3.211) 
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equation (3.205) implies that 

J=^ + f = (3.212) 

• 'H Jf j .  = Ql,  (3.213) 

which are known as "Dirac induced" (quantum) field equations because they have 

followed from our basic postulates (3.2) through (3.4). Here the scalar, vectorial 

"Dirac sources" are defined as 

j^{x)  := lim < T^{x — z)h.K'^{x + z)]  -I- KC^{X,  z^)  

+ KuJ^^(x)  ln( ie  — f j . '^z^)>z2 , (3.214) 

~ < T[^{x -  z)^^tY'^{x  +z) \  + kC^^X^Z"^)  

— (X)  In  ( ie  — f i^Z^ ) >22 , (3.215) 

while the "purely bosonic" parts of the induced field equations J^^{x), T^[x) are 

defined as in equations (3.194) and (3.195) 

:= ^Tr{h^^J^( ,x^|  }  

^®Note that !F(_x) ,  ^^(x) contain S and respectively. In turn, <S contains all the (scalar and 
pseudosccilar) Higgs fields while involves all (vectorial and axial) Yang-Mills fields. Hence, the 
induced quantum field equations (3.212) jind (3.213) resemble those which would hold for such 
fields in other versions of quantum field theory if they were not basically renormalized. However, 
it should be noted that though j^{x) and (x) resemble the 'currents' one obtEiins by usual 
'point sphtting' method [98], in contrast with theirs, ours (i.e. eqs. (3.214) and (3.215) ) are 
determined imiquely. Moreover, our Dirac sources axe convergent since the divergent second and 
third terms in Dirac sources are cancelled with their coimterpaxts in the first term. 
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= iTr{h^[SJ + 2<SSt5](x)} , (3.216) 

= ^Tr{ WlV'„(x) + |{St5 - S*S^ )(i)] } , (3.217) 

and the remainders are 

Q^(x)  := -KTr{h.KQ{x)}  

+ uT^ix)  ln[ie  — ) >^2 ,  

= lim K < T^{x — z)h.K'^{x + z)]  + C^(x,  z^)  
z^—^O 

(3.218) 

Qj(x) := KTr{j f , tYQ(x)}  

= Jim —K < r[^(x -  z)'Yf^tY^{x + z)]  4- Cj(x, z^)  

— uT^(x)  In ( ie  — M^z^)  >^2 .  

(3.219) 

More discussions about the Q^{x) ,  Q^{x)  and the "universal" mass M will be 

found in Appendix C. 
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3.4 The Bare Coupling Constants 

In this section, we shall see that in order to keep our postulates possible, our Bose 

propagators should fade away faster than the usual canonical ones at asymptotics 

energies. In other words, our Bose propagators should behave non-canonical. More

over, with the fact that at asymptotic energies, the complete vertex functions in 

Quantum Induction approach the bare ones, our couplings approach bare constaxits. 

3.4.1 Non-canoiiicai Bose propagators 

In previous sections, we have seen that under the postulates (3.2) through (3.4), 

the implied recursive set of differential equations (3.80) through (3.82) is solved 

and L{x) (3.193) is obtained. However, inspecting carefully the right-hand side of 

L(x), we find that it contains the 'coincident' field products (as operator valued 

distributions) 

(a:) A' 

A'  .  

(3.220) 

Moreover, if the discussion is extended to gravity [57], it is found that the energy 

tensor involves the term 

i.e. B^^,(x)B'^{x)  6 A' .  (3.221) 

denotes the space of operator valued distributions, see section (3.1). Also note that B^{x) 
i s  de f ined  by  hpB^{x)  = B{x) .  
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Since L{x)  must exist in order not to contradict our basic postulates (3.80) to 

(3.82), so the existence of these 'coincident' field products must be demanded as 

a  secondary postulate  which then in  turn restr ic ts  the  behavior  of  the interact ing 

Bose propagators at extremely high energies, namely, they decrease faster than 

usually for II —>• oo. Now, let us first introduce the interacting scalar propagator 
40 

:= - i  J dx < \T[H^ix)H^(0)  ] 1) (3.222) 

/o -f- ze — ^ ' 

and the interact ing vector propagator 

-  -i f  e""dx{\T[V^( ,x)V;(0) \ \ )  .  (3.224) 

in momentum space. 

The "complete" interact ing Dirac propagator in momentum space is defined as 

F(f) := -</'e'"<iE(|T[«r(i)*{0)I|) (3.225) 

= r , (3.226) 
Jo + te  — T] 

where Ps and are the scalar and vectorial part of the spectral density distribution. 

''°In the following, the scalar field if (s) is defined by JJ(x) := <S(x) — (15(x)|) = <S(x) — m, and 
thus (|fl'(x) I) = 0. Moreover, using the constant standard coupling matrices and the condition 
(3.149) to extract the components of H{x), H^{x) := {2u)~^Tr{h}f.H{x)} = we 
obtain H { x)  =  I IKH ^ ( X ) .  
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Furthennore, from the analysis shown in [103, 56], we know that the propagators 

of vector fields F^J^{k) possess transversality. Hence (3.224) can be rewritten as 

F-Jik) = - -̂ ) f (where . +0) , (3.227) 

which has the same dimension as the propagators of scalar fields (3.223). Thus, 

we will restrict our following discussion about Bose propagators to the scalar case 

only. 

In order to simplify the notation in the following, let us just consider a typical 

component  of  H{x),  such as  the "physical"  Higgs f ie ld  I ts  interact ing 

propagator is 

F,(A:2) := - i  j  e' ' ' ' 'dx( \T[H^{x)H\id)] \ )  (3.228) 

c^CP^(C) 
ie  — Q '  

Taking the Fourier transform of (3.228), we have 

= r . (3.229) 
JQ ->r le — C 

iy  e-"^-F,(P)  dk = {2%f { \T[H\x)H\<d) ]|)  

ijF,{k'^)dk = (27r)'' (|T[if°(0)i2'°(0)]|) . (3.230) 

Due to (3.220), (3.230) must be finite. So, it means 

k'^Fs{k'^) —)• 0 for A: —)• oo . (3.231) 

''^For a simple introduction of the above Lehmann-Kallen spectrjil representation [99, 100] in 
the interacting theory, refs. [101, 102] may be consulted. 

''^Here we mean that F^^[k) is transverse at (i, i.e. = 0, ( and thus also in i/ ). 
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Moreover, if condition (3.221) is taken into consideration, proceeding in a simi

lar manner, we further obtain 

(27r)^ (ir[ff°(a:)^°(0)]|) 

^ (27r)'^(|T[M°(ar)ir°(0)]|> 

(2x)''(|T[ni?°(0)i?°(0)]!) 

= i J e-'''='Fs(k'^)dk 

= -i j  e- ' ' ' ' ' k^Fs(k^)dk 

= -i j k^F,{k^) dk ^ oo .(3.232) 

Hence we may conclude 

k^Fg(k^) —>• 0 for k oo . (3.233) 

In other words, the existence of such 'coincident field products' requires the non-

canonical Bose propagators to fade away faster than the usual canonical ones for 

k oo. Hence their spectral density distributions must fulfill 'moment condi

tions' 

0, (3.234) 

0, (3.235) 

0 . (3.236) 

Proof 

(i)-

•'^Note that these 'moment conditions' hold for the spectral density distributions p^^(C) of 
vector propagators as well. 
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(3.231) and (3.229) give 

rco ^4 
J™ / B + fe - = ° 

to = 0 
K-¥00 JO K'^ IS — Q 

TOO TOO 

lim / P s {0d(: + / Cp.(C)c^C = 0 . (3.237) 
f c - + o o  Jo Jo 

Therefore, (3.234) and (3.235) are obtained, 

(ii). 

Similarly, (3.233) and (3.229) give 

3.234,3.235 ,. ==> lim 
k-

rOO , 
im / { k ^  +  i s  —  Q  } Ps(C) d(^ = 0 
-foo JQ 

rOO 
im / k^{k^ -h i s  — Q C^Ps(C)c?C = 0 
-••oo 7o 

Hc^'PsiOdC = 0(3.238) 
Jo 

• 

For completeness, let us also discuss the interacting Dirac propagator (3.226) whose 

spectral density distributions fulfill the following 'moment conditions'. 

jps{'n)dr} = = uho , (3.239) 

J Pv{v)dr] = 1 , (3.240) 

J VPv{v)dv ~ v^hl . (3.241) 

Proof 
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(3.204) suggests that 

Im — 2 (|{C^ z)l) = ^ — (47r)^2 ( |r[^(a: +2)^(x — 2)]|) } 

l imUr'  -  ̂  f  e- '^^F(ff )dp}  
r->0 TT^ J 

luaOr'  -  % f  .  z-fO 7r2 y p2 ^ ^ I  ^  I 

(3.242) 

However, from (3.188), (3.189) 

^^(a:,2) 2/ ^2''V^(a;) — 2 ^«5^(a:) 

3.123 _i t = 2 

z-^vho , (3.243) 

z{\C^ ^^(x,2)1) —iz}i  ^•y^ho , (3.244) 

and by the fact that 

e-2zpz^ = , (3.245) 

(3.242) then becomes 

lim{2 — Z2/ 
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=  f e S { I " - ' " ) " ' M  1  / ^  

By inserting the expansion (B.2) 

2 f  2 ,  • = -2 ^ + 1? { 1 - (z£ - e^^77z^ ) } 
TT^ y  +  le  — T] 

5 
+ 4- . - - (s' —>• +0,7 « 0.577) , 

we obtain 

(3.247) 

uho - jPs{v)dv = 0 , 

Lm zV~^ { 1 - j pv(.v)dv } = 0 , 

li^ zz/~^{v^ho — j T]py(r})dT]} = 0 . (3.248) 

Thus (3.239), (3.240), (3.241) are established. 

These 'moment conditions' yield the result 

r°° 
limj^F(j:0 = / Pv{v)dv 

P—*00 JQ 

= 1 . (3.249) 

All this can be summarized by the remark that the Feynman diagrams with 

loops free of boson lines cancel up to finite paxts because of (3.239) and (3.240). On 
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the other hand, the loop integrals with Bose propagators converge by their fading 

properties (3.233). Hence all those integrals will vanish for rising external momenta 

and only the tree diagrams survive at high energies. Thus, in contrast with other 

theories where the complete vertices either diverge for Abelian interactions or tend 

to zero for non-Abelian. couplings at asymptotic energies, ours approach bare ones 

for k oo. 

3.4.2 Bare complete vertex functions 

In section 3.4.1., we find that the interaction at high energies is tied to the bare 

couplings. Actually, they approach bare constants at asymptotic energies as in 

the following, we shall see that the complete vertex functions Fj{k) and r^(A:) in 

quantum iaduction approach the bare ones in the sense of 

Proof 

As usual, with (3.222) through (3.226), the complete vertex functions Fj { p ,  q )  and 

Tyip, q) can be written 

^00 

J  0 

roo 

J  0 

(3.253) 

rj-(p,9) ->• iij, 

-> (for l (p-5)^1 oo) .  

(3.250) 

(3.251) 

(3.252) 
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Here, let us define the local limit 

D{x) := + zV ^ T{2^ '^{x  + z) '^{x  — z) \}  
2—^0 

3.204 •= 0 , (3.254) 

where 

^^(x ,z)  = 2/  ^z '^Vf i{x)  — z  ^<S^(x)  

=  2 z ^ V f i { x )  —  z ~ ^ H ^ { x )  —  z ~ ^ n i ^  .  ( 3 . 2 5 5 )  

Using the fact that 

( | i y ^ ( 0 ) | )  =  0 ,  ( 3 . 2 5 6 )  

( | V f ( 0 ) l )  =  0 ,  ( 3 . 2 5 7 )  

and approximating the 'mixed' propagators by the bare 

i-e- (I r [ F^'(rr) Vf (0) ] |) = 0 , (3.258) 

we have 
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0 = f  e '^ '=dx{\T[Dix)H^iO)]\)  
Jo 

rOO -
= lim / ( IT [(i?Ux) + {4TrfzH{x +  z)^ix  -  z)  )^r^(0)  ] | )  

z—»-0 J o  

= hmiih^j - z^Gjik,z)}Ff^ik^) , (3.259) 
z^O 

or 

nmz'^Gj{k,z) = ih!^, (3.260) 

where 

r2 roa _ 1 1 1 _ 1 
z^Gjik ,  2) := -J  e-^ '"F(i  + -«rj(r +-k , T  -  -k)F{f  -  -l i )dr  .  

T T "  J O  Z  1 1  2 .  

(3.261) 

Also, 

= l"e '^dx{\TlD{x)V;(0)}\)  

= ({T[(2z~^z'^Vii(x) — {iir)^z^^(x + — 2))V^(0)]|) 

= \\m{2i;r^z'^tY + z^GYik,z)}F^^{k) , (3.262) 

where 

jr2 -OO _ 1 1 1 _ 1 
z^G^{k,z)  •-= - e-^"F{f  + 5«r?.(r+ -fc.r - -k)F(f  -  ̂ l()dr  .  

TT^ Jo 1  I I  Z 
(3.263) 
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However, as we noted above, all interactions fade away at asymptotic energies. 

Hence the complete vertex functions will tend to bare ones, so that for \k'^\ oo, 

+ ^A:,r -  ifc) — c j  ,  (3.264) 

r^(r + r - ̂k) —>• 7''cr , (3.265) 

where Cj, Cy are constant matrices, not containing any Dirac's matrices except 75. 

Since (3.261) and (3.263) have the same form, so let c represent either cj or 

and do the evaluation below. Thus with the definition of the interacting Dirac 

propagators (3.226), the right-hand sides of (3.261) and (3.263) become 

i_  r  (/  + + Pi ^  .  (3.266) 
TT Jo (r + |A:) + ie — T] (r — ^k)  + ie  — (^ 

By the Feynman formula [104] 

M " i [at + 6(1 - f)]^ ' 

the denominator of (3.266) can be simplified to 

[ ( ( ^  +  ̂ ^ )  -  ' n ) t  +  { { r - ^ k )  - C ) ( l - i ) ]  =  -  c u f  ,  ( 3 . 2 6 8 )  

''"'In the following, is used as the short-hand notation for psiTf). 
Formula (3.267) can be obtained by writing ^ = b^(a ~ ~ b^fa ^ making the 

c h a n g e  o f  v a r i a b l e  z  =  a t  +  6 ( 1  —  t ) .  
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where 

I  : =  ' r + { t  —  ^ ) k ,  ( 3 - 2 6 9 )  

u := T]t  +  (:{!  -  t)  + t( t  -  l)k^  -  is  .  (3.270) 

Hence (3.266) becomes 

TT^ 

/ • I  roo 
/  d t  - t l6+ Il)p1c{/  

J o  J O  

+ ( / - + H)p1cp^s + PsC ( / -
Y ^ o-/ o . _0 _ 

t i^)pv 

+ p\ >5CP5 } e - w) (3.271) 

However, by using the expansions (B.27) through (B.29), only the terms with /''Z" 

survive. Then, by omitting the terms vanishing at z = 0, (3.271) can be further 

reduced to 

r\ roo 1 

i  dt  dQdri- f^p ' lc j^pi  {-77'"' - } + C»(2(0)) . (3.272) 
Jo JQ I  

Here, for simplicity, we let and commute with all other matrices in (3.272), 

so according to (3.240), we obtain 

r\ rca 
dt  dQdTjp' lpi  = 1 . (3.273) 

This then makes (3.272) become 
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- z^z-'z-^ ) + (9(z(o>) . (3.274) 

(i)-

Inserting (3.264) in (3.270), for (3.261) we obtain 

z^Gj{k,z)  = — z^z^z '"^)  + 0(2^°^)  

ihj = 2zc J — zc J / 

= 2zcj  — ic \  

= iĉ j . (3.275) 

Therefore, we conclude that 

--

CJ = 
hj 

3.34 
— SJ .  (3.276) 

(ii). 

Proceeding in a similiar manner, inserting (3.265) in (3.274), for (3.263) we get 

z^G^ik .z)  = -  z'^z '^z-^)  + 0{z^°^)  

"^^It should be noted that since cj  (as well as cy)  does not contain Dirac matrices except in 75, 
then cj c]f for 75 -75. 
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= 2iz'^^-^cl + . (3.277) 

Compaxison with (3.262) suggests 

cl = tY - (3.278) 

However, according to (3.37) 

t\. = tY , (3.279) 

thus 

Cy = ti' . (3.280) 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE DYNAMICAL HIGGS MECHANISM 

4.1 The 'Mexican Hat' Shaped Potential 

In chapter two, we have discussed the usual Higgs mechanism by the 'Mexican hat' 

shaped potential (2.37), for the Higgs mass obtaining formula (2.64) 

Now, let us briefly review how we got the Higgs mass (4.1) in chapter two with 

the 'Mexican hat' shaped potential. Here, the reformulation will be done by the 

method of effective potentials [40, 41], We start from the Standard Model with 

minimal Higgs contents. Because only the physical Higgs field is related to the 

Higgs mass, let us for simplicity restrict ourselves to the single physical ^ Higgs 

field (t>{x) in the following discussion. 

In the tree approximation, the effective potential is given by 

which is just the usual 'Mexican hat' shaped potential (2.37). We use this to break 

^Note that in consistency with oiir previous usage (2.36) and (2.47), the physical Higgs com
ponent should be denoted by 03 (x). However, in the following the subscript 3 will be dropped for 
brevity's sake. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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the symmetry by giving the physical Higgs field the vacuima expectation value 

( (01) = V = 246 GeV . (4.3) 

In other words, the vacuimi expectation value v gives the minimum value of the 

effective potential 

= 0 . (4.4) 

Thus, with (4.2), it leads to 

which obviously shows that the contribution to v just comes from the Higgs field 

only? Now, the mass TTIH of the physical Higgs particle is then given by 

M = i,., 

which is what we are all familiar with. 

Here, it should be noted that the 'Mexican hat' shaped potential (2.37) is de

cided ad hoc in spite of several attempts to derive it from more fundamental prin

ciples. For instance, under the Coleman-Weinberg method [105, 106], the Higgs 

^Note that this conclusion directly follows from our "ad hoc" potential and no deeper explana
tion is offered within the usual framework. However, we shall later see that this can be explained 
by our "djmamical" symmetry breaking in Quanttun Induction. 
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potential which breaJcs the symmetry spontaneously can be induced by quan

tum radiative corrections. Only because of its prediction of a low Higgs mass 

{niff « 11 GeV), this method is experimentally ruled out. However, as we shall 

see in a subsequent section, under a newly proposed dynamical Higgs mechanism, 

the conventional connection (4.1) between A(m^) and ran can be recovered with a 

more fundamental theoretical reason in contrast to the usual approach where (4.1) 

is obtained by using the 'Mexican hat' shaped potential which is totally inserted 

by hand. 
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4.2 The Dynamical Higgs Mechanism 

4.2.1 The implied Higgs field equation 

In Quantum Induction, the issue is addressed in a different approach, namely, by 

using the implied quantum field equation. In section 3.3, we have already derived 

the Dirac induced field equations. One of them is (3.212) 

4- , (4.7) 

with + 25<S^<S}(2;)] , (4.8) 
^ LL 

where S{x)  is the quantum counterpart of the Higgs field. From the analysis done 

in section 3.2.4, «S°(x) and S^{x) are known as the physical and unphysical Higgs 

components respectively. In order to extract them from (4.7), we consider the fol

lowing way. 

(i). Simple use of the definition of Sj^ in (3.89) with (3.149) shows 

Tr[h^5;] = 2uas'' + Tr[hir(2V^5V'' - V„V"5 - SV^V)] 

+ iTr[h!f(i7»5 - SVJ + - 2S,„V)1 . (4.9) 

(ii). Using the assumption that the bare top quark mass mt will greatly exceed the 

other bare quark and lepton masses m/, we have 

2u rr[hJho] 

3.152 m 
= T r [ ^ ]  

V 
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or mr = 

12mj 

2 UV 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Thus, 

Tr[ht55^5] 

3.152 

5^5^<S^Tr[hJhohSho] 
m'* 

S^SLS^Tr[  — ] 

l 2S^ScS^  ̂  
\s^SlS^ . (4.12) 
o 

(iii). Inserting (4.9) and (4.12) into (4.7), by straightforward computation we get 

Q^{x) = + ^S^SLS^ + ^Tr[h^( 2V^<?V'' - - SV^V)] 
O 

+ ^Tr[hfK(Vf„5 - SVJ, + 2V''S„ - 2S,^V)\ + j^ix) . 

(4.13) 

where j^{x) is the scalar Dirac source given by (3.214). 

Eq. (4.13) is known as the implied quantum field equation for Higgs fields in 

Quantum Induction and is taken as the starting point for our following discussion. 

Here it should be noted that 'quantum field equations' have never been discussed 

in the usual quantum field theory However, their existence has followed from our 

^In the usual theory, the classical field equations are not generalized to quantum field equations, 
but replaced by the infinitely renormalized 5-matrix zind the efiective action. 
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basic postulates of Quantum Induction. In fact, everything we have done so far 

for the usual Higgs mechanism is purely clcissical, but using quantum-mechanical 

language. Moreover, applying the Euler-Lagrange equation [107] 

to (f) with the usual "Higgs Lagrangian density" given by 

£ = . (4.15) 

we have 

•^1 + (4.16) 

Hence, by comparing the above classical field equation derived from (4.15) for the 

physical Higgs field 0 with its quantum counterpart extracted from (4.13) for ® 

we see that the customary A corresponds to the parameter 2u in Quantum Induction 

(4.17) 

i.e. u is related with the 'self coupling' strength A of the Higgs field by (4.17). Here, 

:= T — V, where T is the kinetic term and V is just the "Mexican hat" shaped potential. 
®In order to find the quantum counterpart of equation (4.16) within the conventional Higgs 

mechanism, we let Jil =0 in (4.13) first, and then neglect the Yang-Mills fields as well as 
terms which are nonlinear in SL- Finally, i°(x) is ignored completely under the "firee" propagation 
consideration. 
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A is its asymptotic value A(oo). It is just like what we shall see in (5.24) where u 

determines the bare Yang-Mills coupling constants which eire approached at high 

energies. 

Now, since the VEV of «S° is non-zero, 

V = # 0, (4.18) 

so as usual, we split «S° into v and its quantum fluctuations H° 

i.e. S°(x )  =  V +  H\x )  ,  (4.19) 

where (|iiZ'°(x)|) = 0. (4.20) 

In other words, ® 

S'^ix) = S^v + fr^(x) . (4.21) 

Then inserting (4.21) into (4.13) with (4.17), we have 

Q'^ ix )  =  • f r^(x) + + i7^(x) + 2S^H\x )}  +  J^{x )  , (4.22) 

where 

J^{x )  := J^ose{^) + > 

®See the footnote 38 in chapter 3. 

(4.23) 
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:= |( 2vHkH'' + + HKHLH"- ) 

+ ^rr[h^^(2V^5V'' - v;v''s - ̂V^V^)] 

+ - SV% + 2V'^5^ - 25,^V^)] (4.24) 

^'='^ lim. < T[^{x — z)h.K'^{x + z)] + kC^{X,z^ )  

+ KuJ^^{x)ln{ie — [j?Z^)>2-2. . (4-25) 

Now J^(x) will be approximated by ^ 

J^{x )  Ts i  (aiD — a2)S^{x )  

(aiCH — a2)H^{x) — a^vS^ , (4.26) 

where ax and are constants. 

Since (|JT^(a:)|) = 0 and (|Q^(a:)j) = 0, ® taking the VEV of (4.22) with the 

approximation (4.26) yields 

02 = . (4.27) 
0 

Substituting (4.26) and (4.27) into (4.22), we obtain ^ 

JLei.^) 

Q^{x) = (1 + a2)nH^{x) + ^v^5^H°{x) . (4.28) 
o 

'Note that the approximation (4.26) leaves (4,22) covariant under O4. One might think of 
ignoring J^{x) completely, as in the conventional Higgs mechanism. However, J^{x) = 0 would 
make u = 0 by (4.27). As for approximating J^{x) by a constant c^, this would make the 
unphysical Higgs components massive. 

®In Appendix C, we shall see that Q^(x) behaves as functional differentiator, so its vacumn 
expectation value is zero. 

®More discussion will appear in Appendix C. 
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Moreover, the "unphysical" Higgs components are massless as we see 

that the second term of (4.28) vanishes when K ^ 0. This agrees with the 

literature since Quantum Induction resembles the conventional theory in the Landau 

gauge. 

Now, let us consider the physical Higgs propagator because its pole 

determines the physical Higgs mass. Since 

- i j  M{x-v )dy j~  

Q^{x)H-^{Q)  =  —i  J  M{x — y) dy5{y) 5^-^ 

i j e'''^Q^(x)H-^(0) dx = 

iJ ' e ' ' ' '={ \T[Q^{x)H '^{0)] \ )dx  =  S^-^Mik^ )  

^ {l+a2)k'^F^-^ik'^) - = 5^-^M{k'^) , (4.29) 

the complete Higgs propagators {k"^) are given by 

F^-^(A:2) :=  - i  J {dx{ \T[H^{x)H-^{0)] \ )  .  (4.30) 

Now, in order to look for the Higgs mass, let us limit ourselves to the low energy 

case. Then (4.29) becomes 

(l-ha2)fc2F^-^(A:2) - ̂ 5 ^ { e )  5 ^ - ^  for \k'^\ ^ (4.31) 
o 
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where A = A(mj) can be reached by the sliding A()u) when the equations of the 

renormalization group are integrated. Moreover, in deriving (4.29), one actually 

notes how the perturbation affects the vertex functions as well as the propagator. 

Thus the usual sliding of coupling constants such as A(^) most likely includes the 

renormalization of propagators. In other words. 

H 
(4.32) 

Hence, instead of equation (4.31), we shall consider 

= 5^-^ for \k'^\ < . (4.33) 
O 

For the physical component ii!" = J = 0, we have 

for MIL ; (4.34) 

thus the Higgs mass is given by 

(4.35) 

which agrees with the conventional relation appeared in (4.6). 

^°See section 5.2 . 
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From (4.26) we get 

(l/^(x)|> = -a2v5^ 

=' • (4.36) 

Hence, in contrast to (4.5), (4.36) emphasizes the important role played by to 

trigger the value v which is regarded as most essential in the Higgs mechanism. In 

other words, we believe that Bose fields as well as Fermi fields are responsible for the 

Higgs mechanism. Thus in turn they should give some contribution to the Higgs 

mass and this is the main difference between the usual Higgs mechanism and ours. 

In fact, since the Higgs field gives masses to quarks as well as gauge bosons and to 

itself, it actually affects aJl interactions. Hence, it seems very naive when one tries 

to derive its main properties (u and m/y) only from the self-coupling (4.2) without 

considering the contribution from other fields, for instance, Yang-Mills fields. 

4.2.2 The dynamical Higgs mechgaiism 

So far, our discussion just concentrates upon the Higgs mass, but the most fun

damental question has not been touched. Why is our Higgs mechanism called 

dynamical ? 

As we mentioned before, the spontaneous symmetry breaking is due to elemen

tary Higgs scalars in the ususal Higgs mechanism. In contrast to this, we propose 

section 4.2.2 ,we shall see that the contribution from Fermi fields to the Higgs mass is very 
small compared with the one from Bose fields. 
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that the symmetry breaking is mainly brought on dynamically through the interac

tions of the Bose fields with the Higgs fields. The contribution from Fermi fields is 

very small compared with the one from Bose fields. Here, let us first compare the 

magnitudes of (lj°(2r)l) and (1 J6°o^e(x)|) . 

From (4.25) we have 

j ° {x )  = lim < r[^(a; — z)ho^(x + z)] 

+ kC°{x , z^ )  +  Kul^{x )  ln{ ie  — , (4.37) 

where C°(x, z^) is given by (3.208) 

C°(x,22) := rr[ho< (C(-2) + C(0))(a;,z) >,2] . (4.38) 

By the results at (3.188) for z )  and (3.192) for C^°^(a;, z ) ,  j ^ {x )  becomes 

j ^ {x )  = lim < r[^(x — 2)ho^(x + 2)] 4- kuJ^ (x )  ln ( i e  — tJ^z^ )  
2^—VO 

— 2KUVZ~'^ >Z2 — G{x) , (4.39) 

where 

{ \G{x) \ )  = |rr[ho(|5V^V^ + + iSV^^  -  zVf^5|>] . (4.40) 

Hence 

(U°(2r) + <5(a:)|) = /cTr[ho [p'ldiTn ln{^ ^ ^)] . (4.41) 
•' M 

^^Note that here the Dirac source i°(x) resembles the "currents" one obtains by "points split
ting" in the usual theory. However, as we see in equation (4.39), oiu's axe determined uniquely in 
contrast with the usual approach. 
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Proof 

By using the interacting Dirac propagator (3.226): 

{2-Kf  ( IT [  ^(2z)^(0) ]  I)  =  i  J  , (4.42) 

+ p1 
^ rj 

r°° ']6o^ + 
where F{f^  =  / d-q  , (4.43) 

jQ p'^ le — n 

and the short distance expansion (B.2): 

-5 : = —z~^  + 77ln{e'^''T]z^) + ... , (4.44) 
+ t£ — T} 

= iz-'z" + i,^-V + ... . (4.45) 
J p^ + le — T] 

for 2 —>• 0 (at z^ ^ 0), we have 

(47r )^ ( i r [^ (22: )^ (0 ) ] l )  =  i  Jdr}r]p: i z - ^  +  i  J  dr)  p^z ' ^  

+ JdriT]p2ln{e^'^r]z'^) — jdrjp^z~'^ + ... . 

(4.46) 

The dots in the above equations symbolize terms which vanish for z —> 0. Now, 

since 

Tr {ho r[ ̂ (2^)^(0)]} = -r[^(0)ho^(22)] (4.47) 
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and recalling the 'moment conditions' (3.239) 

J d-qpl = 

W ^;hj, (4.48) 

we can rewrite (4.46) as 

(47r)^ ( 1T [^(0)ho^(2z) ] |) = -Tr { j drj + hoz J CIT} 

+ ho Jdr f r ip^^  ln{e - ' ' r ] z^ )  

— hoho2~^u 4- ...} . (4.49) 

As the first two terms of the right-hand side of (4.49) are odd functions in 2, 

they will vanish in the average over the direction of z. Hence we obtain 

lim < ( I r[^(ar — 2)ho^(a;-h z) ]|) >22 
2^—>0 

= —K lim < Tr[ho f drj-qp^ ln{e^'^r]z'^) — hQhlz~^v]>z2 , (4.50) 
z^-^O J 

where 

K := (47r)~^ . (4.51) 

Here, it should be noted that j^{x) is finite as we see from equation (4.7). In other 

^^Note that T [$(0)ho'^(2z) ] = r [ — 2)hoVf (z + z) ] because of translational invariance. 
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words, j°(2r) should be convergent when z —>• 0. Therefore, after inserting (4.50) 

into (4.39), 

(U°(a:) -f- C?(x)|) = K lim < Trfho ! drj-qp^ ln{e^~'T]z^) — hoho2~^u] 

4- u(jJ^(x)|) Zn (ze — — 2uvz~'^ >^2 (4.52) 

the terms with z~^ cancel. This gives the condition 

2uv = Tr [hohj?;] (4.53) 

which agrees with (3.149). Similarly, the terms with ln{z'^) must cancel and this 

gives another consistency condition 

w (1-^(2:)|> = Tr[hQ jd-qr^pl] . (4.54) 

Thus substituting (4.53) and (4.54) into (4.52), we obtain 

(|/(^) + <^(2^)1) = AcTr[ho [p]dr]r]ln(^—^)] . (4.55) 
J fi 

Here, by using dimensional analysis, we note 

(1/(2^) + G(a;)l) ~ Kv^  (4.56) 
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since 

p^r] (4.57) 

when is given by sharp ( baxe ) mass approximation 14 

Pi  =  VvS iv -m})  .  (4.58) 

Moreover, from (4.40), we also leam that 

(IG(x)l) ~ Kv^ . (4.59) 

Therefore, 

(b'°(a^)l) < , (4.60) 

which follows from (4.56) and (4.59). However, 

( | J ° (a ; ) | )  t l ?  iULe i^ )  +  j \ x ) \ )  
4^6 _A^3 

6 
-0.4z;^ . (4.61) 

^''In contrast with the usual theory, the ultraviolet divergencies are avoided in Quantum Induc
tion cmd hence the bare coupling constants and mass are all meaningful and tied to ejich other 
(see section 5.1). Moreover, the bare mass here means the one at asymptotic energies. 
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Thus, 

I (k6°..e(^)l> I » l(U°(:^)l>l - (4-62) 

where (1 J6°o«e(3^)l> is given by (4.24) 

( kLe(^ ) l )  :=  ^Tr[ho( |  2vHoH°  +  VHLH'' + HOHCH"- |)] 

+ ^Tr[\io{\2V^SV^ -

- + iSV^^ I)] . (4.63) 

Though we have shown that 1 (|i°(a:)|) | is very small, comparing (4.60) with the 

familiar quark condensate [109] 

« (0.25 GeV)^ 

|(|/(a;)|)| (4.64) 

leads to the conclusion that the Higgs mechanism is not influenced significantly by 

this quark condensate c^. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ASYMPTOTIC FREEDOM AND HIGGS MASS 

One truly may be thankful to nature for this : 

limiting itself to something that we can compute. 

5.1 Couplings at Asymptotic Energy Regime 

As we know, the standard theory which describes the strong and electroweak in

teractions is based on the gauge group SU{Z) ® SU{2) g) ^7(1) [111, 112, 37, 38, 

39]. This gauge group has three different couplings: the non-Abelian couplings 

^s(= ^3), g{= g^) which decrease at short distances and the Abelian coupling g'{= 

y'^^i)which increases at short distances. Here, one has to realize that the above 

properties can be verified only in the energy range < 10^ GeV where measurements 

are made. Though different grand-unified theories for instance SU{A) (S) 517(4) 

[114] or SU{5) [115], attempted to combine the SU{3) <S> SU{2) ® U{1) gauge group 

into a single gauge group with one coupling at some unification energy (« 10^® 

GeV), there is still no real description about these couplings at asymptotic energy 

regimes. However, in section 3.4, we have seen that the Bose fields fade asymptoti

cally and the couplings tend to bare constants. In the following, we shall show that 

these bare constants can be related as 

2/ \ 9i (00) = ^ • 

^For a pedagogical introduction to grand unification, see [113]. 

(5.1) 
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Proof 

First of all, let us recall the "purely bosonic" parts of the equations (3.212) and 

(3.213), 

JF := (5/^ -f- 255^5) (x) , (5.2) 

:= . (5.3) 

Also 5 J = 2 ^ rr[5j5(5'^ + iV'^S - iSV)] 

=  2 jTr l -Sy f ^SS  + iS]y'"5S + iSSldV" 

- iV^Sl5S -

= 2^rr[-5f^<S + i{S^S^ - 5j«S)5V''] , (5.4) 

5  jTr[  V^^pV^"  ]  =  41  Tr  [ +  iV^V^)  ] 

= A. jTr iV^SV] ,  (5 .5 )  

5jTr[S^SS^S]  =  A jTr[S^SS^5S]  ,  (5.6) 

where 5S, 5Vp G X>. Hence the equations (5.2) and (5.3) can be recollected from 

the variation 

^gpart ^ _JTrl^J^fSVp + T^5S] (5.7) 

of the "partial" action 
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_ rTrl^SlS'' - ̂ S^SS^S - ̂ VapV"] . (5-8) 
J 2 2 6 

Now, in order to compaxe with the usual action where the Higgs and 

Yang-Mills components S^, contribute 

S"""* = If + V?-^V^/ - ...), (5.9) 

we rewrite (5.8) as 

S"-" « f ( lTT[s] , s , ]  S^S t  -  \Tr  [ t x t y ]  

+ lTr l t x tY]Vi^^Vy  +  . . . )  

f (uSKLS^S t  -  if<SKzV^„Vr 

+ 2^ SyZ Vx,;i Vp'' + ...). (5.10) 

3.149,3.150 

Hence, by comparing (5.9) and (5.10), we conclude that 

n = \. (5.11) 

However, with (3.150) 

t  := I2j?(oc) , (5.12) 
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we therefore obtain 

= J - (5-13) 

The usual "Yukawa action" of the top quark is here measured by h and related 

to the top bare mass by [116] 

mj(oo) = ^h'^(oo)v^ . (5.14) 

But (4.11) gives 

"^t(oo) = ^ (5-15) 

so that 

h^ioo) = I . (5.16) 

Moreover, in chapter four, we have already found that the "self coupling" A of the 

Higgs field is given by 

A(oo) = 2u ; (5.17) 
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thus these five "bare" couplings are connected by 

4^?(oo) = 3/1^(00) = = u (5.18) 

with a single empirical parameter u which will be determined in the next section. 
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5.2 The Sliding Couplings and Modified RGE's 

5.2.1 The sliding Yang-Mill couplings 

Up to this point, we know that the Higgs mass is related to A ( r r i z )  by equa

tion (4.35) ajid A (oo) is related to other bare coupling constants through equation 

(5.18). All the cards are now on the table; it remains only to find out the connec

tion between them. The simplest guess is the usual renormalization group equations 

(RGE's) with some modifications. Here we need to admit that there is no com

pelling reason within Quantum Induction firamework for us to invoke such RGE's. 

The main justification lies on the validity of our prediction. 

At the electroweak unification scale mz ~ 91.16 GeV, the experimentally ac

cepted values for U{1), SU(2) and SU{3) couplings are respectively given as [21] 

gl  {mz)  

gl i'rnz) 

g l  [ rnz )  

47r 
5^ 
47r 

47r 
^ ' 

(5.19) 

As we mentioned before, the coupling gi increases as the energy increases while the 

couplings §2 and decrease with increasing energy. This trend can be extrapo

lated to higher energies yii from the energy of mz upward via the standard one-loop 

RGE's of the form ^ 

^It should be noted that equation (5.20) is assumed valid at energy scale which is far below 
Planck scale. The Planck scale is the one at which the quantized gravity becomes important. It 
is given by the Planck mass Mpianck = \r^ ^ 6.12 x 10^® GeV. 
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9i  ^ ( / ^ )  =  9i  ^ { rnz )  -  (for mz < fi ^ Mpianck) , (5-20) 
(47r) M 

where ^ 

41 19 
Ci = "Yq, C2 = y, C3 = 7 . (5.21) 

However, it would be difficult to determine the transitions between (5.20) and (5.18) 

in detail. Therefore, here we just modify equation (5.20) by the simple interpolation 

2 2 

~ + ^) (form^ < fj .  <  oo)  (5.22) 
(47rj H iJ-i 

with the masses Hi = constaxit mz where the transitions occur. Hence, for 

IJL /Lii, (5.22) reduce to (5.20) and for ^ —>• oo, (5.22) approach the common 

asymptote given by (5.18). 

Now in order to determine the u which appeared in (5.18), we take jj. oo, so 

that (5.22) becomes 

9i  ^(oo) ~ 9i  ^ { rnz )  + ( —) . (5.23) 
OTT^ mz 

By using (5.18) 

9i ^(oo) = ^ , (5.24) 

^Note that the coefficients a depend on the matter contents of the theory. The values given 
at equation (5.21) are for the Standard Model. 
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we obtain 

Tiiu) := Zn(^) 
mz 

=  ^ { 7 -  g r ^ i r n z ) }  .  ( 5 . 2 5 )  
Ci u 

The sketch of Ti(u) Lq figure 5.1 shows that the three Ti(u) come close together, 

though they do not actually meet at a sharp point. They form such small triangle 

that we can expect 

u 1.18 , (5.26) 

where 

Ti (u )  ^T2(U)  «  T3{U)  ^  T  « 29 . (5.27) 

Hence, from (5.18), we get 

h{oo) = 0.625 , (5.28) 

A(oo) = 2.34 - (5.29) 
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5.2.2 Couplings of the Higgs field 

Conventionally, one finds (5.20) by integrating the differential equation 

(47r)^^ = -(kQi (5.30) 

with 

t := Zn(-^) . (5.31) 
TTlz 

Moreover, our "modified" equation (5.22) can also be recovered after intergrating 

the same differential equation (5.30) but with different variables r^. In other words, 

(5.22) gives 

with Ti := 

-Ci9l 

^ / '^z , '"-z 

+ e-^0 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

Proceeding in a similar manner for the familiar one-loop RG functions of the sliding 

h{^i) and A(/i) [116], but merely replacing the variable t by 

r := —izn(e~^' + e~^^) (with T ^ 29) , (5.34) 

which agrees with (5.33) except that the average value T of T^, Tz is used. Then 
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we obtain our "modified" equations for h(/j.) and A( / i i ) ,  

=  (18k^  -  32f f i  -  9gl  -  , (5-35) 

(27r)^— = + ZXh^  — 9h ' ^  — 

97 c; Q 
+ 40 ^ 2^2 + ffbi + ) (for r > 0 ) . (5.36) 

The f f i ( / i )  from (5.22) enter here with 

M T « 29) . (5.37) 

Note that r = T and r = 0 correspond to /x = 00 and n = mz repectively. 

Now Ln order to find out h{mz) and X(mz), equations (5.36), (5.37) are treated 

numerically and are integrated from T = T downwards untU r = 0 is reached. By-

using (5.28) and (5.29), we thus conclude 

h{mz)  « 1.03 , (5.38) 

X{mz)  « 1-74 . (5.39) 
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5.3 Top and Higgs Masses 

Since the observed top mass is given by [116] 

m. = , (5.40) 

with (5.38), we obtain 

mt ^ 179 GeV (5.41) 

which agrees with the observed value [21]. 

For the Higgs mass, using (4.35) and (5.39), we predict 

mff « 190 GeV . (5.42) 

However, it should be noted that our calculated h{mz) and A(m^) depend on where 

we take the values u and T. In other words, 

TUt = mt{u,T) , 

rriH = mfr{u,T) .  

(5.43) 
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Therefore, we can estimate the uncertainties of our predictions by contour plots 

of mt(u,T) and rriH^u.T) in the (u,T)-plane. In figure 5.1, the top quark masses 

are indicated by deished lines while the solid lines are for Higgs scalar masses. When 

we ask for those Higgs masses which due to figure 5.1 are compatible with most of 

the triangle formed by the curves Ti[u), we find 

180 GeV < mff < 200 GeV (5.44) 

In a similar manner, our estimate of the top quark mass becomes 

165 GeV < mt < 195 GeV (5.45) 

Finally, let us make a summary by using fig. 5.2. Since in Quantum Induction, 

the bare couplings approach constants at asymptotics energies, so our modified 

RGB's for can be devised. With the help of the observed gr^irriz) given in 

(5.19), u can be estimated. Thus A(oo) and h(oo) will then be known through our 

connection of couplings given in (5.18). Inspired by the modified RGB's for 

we can construct similar modified RGB's for X{fj,) and hence X(rnz), h{mz) 

can be estimated and in turns top quaxk and Higgs masses are calculated. 
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33 
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17( 480 Gev 
1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 u 

Figure 5.1: The figure shows the contour plots of mt{u,T) and mff(u,T). The 
curves Ti{u) axe plotted by using (5.25). They form a small triangle which suggests 
our chosen u (5.26) and the average T (5.27). The solid and dashed lines indicate the 
Higgs masses mij(u,T) and top quark masses mt{u,T) respectively of the contour 
plots in the (tt, r)-plane. 
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J. 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

Figure 5.2: We plot r,- = r4 = \h~'^ and = 8A~^ as functions of i 
The arrows indicate the logical procedure of our calculation of Higgs and top quark 
masses. 
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APPENDIX A 

ACTION PRINCIPLE FOR QUANTUM INDUCTION 

In this appendix, we shall see how postulates (3.2) ajid (3.3) relate to the action 

principle 

which may be regarded as our primary postulate. Before we show the derivation, 

let us discuss an important technical point related to the commutability of the time 

ordering operator T. 

A.l Time Ordering and Commutability 

As usual, the time ordering operation T is defined to order any number of local 

fields chronologically by putting 'later' operators to the left and 'earlier' ones to 

the right. For instance, using the step functions, the time ordered product of two 

T{V5S - i5V) = 0 (A.1) 

with 

(for (5^ € V )  (A.2) 
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local fields can be written ^ 

T{(t>x{x)(f)2{y)) := 9{x° - y°)(f)i{x)(j)2{y) ± 9{y^ - x°)02(?/)<?ii(x) . (A.3) 

However, we must be careful when differentiated operators are present in time 

ordering. Nambu [117] has shown that the diflferentiation should be carried out 

before (after) the time ordering T in Hamiltonian ( Lagrangian ) formalism. In 

other words, the operators and T in Lagrangian formalism must be related by ^ 

Tdf, := d^T (A.4) 

such that for any fields (t>{x) and xiv) 

T[(t>A^)x{y)\ ••= • (A.5) 

Here we talce "scalar electrodynamics" [122, 123], i.e. the theory of interacting 

Klein-Gordon and Maxwell fields, as an illustration of the above-mentioned ideas 

by working out the lowest order perturbation expansion of the theory explicitly. 

The Lagrangian of "scalar electrodynamics" is given by 

C, = CQ + Cem + Ant i (-A-G) 

where 

^The minus sign is for Fermi fields. 
-In some literature, the notation T' [118, 119] or f [120] is used to denote the present T. 
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£o = , (A.7) 

Cem = (A.8) 

^ axe the free Lagrangiaxi density of a complex Klein-Gordon field and Maxwell field 

respectively. As usual, by performing the minimal coupling prescription 

—y + ieA^ , (A.9) 

the interaction Lagrangian density can be obtained by 

Cir^t = -ieA''{(f)%cl)) + , (A.IO) 

and hence the canonical momenta are 

Making use of (A.ll) and (A.12), the Hamiltonian density then reads 

H := 7r0 -h 7r>' - £ (A.13) 

= 7io + 'Hem + 'Hint 7 (A-14) 
^fjr is denoted as the photon, mass squared here, and the last term of (A.8) is called a gauge-

fixing term. 

''Note that 5^ ;= 9^ — df,. 
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where 

H o  =  ( 7 r * 7 r  + +  ( A . 1 5 )  

Hint = ieA^{'K*(i)* -TT^)) + ieA''(j)*dk(j) - 4- {A^f 4)*(i){K.lQ) 

= -An, - . {A.17) 

A quantization of the theory is as usual achieved by going over to field operators 

0, TT, Afj, . For the scalar fields, these are required to satisfy the commutation 

relations at equal time, 

[0(x,i),7r(f ,i)] = ,i)] 

= i5^{x — ^) (A. 18) 

while the other equal-time commutators are required to vanish. 

As a starting point for the development of a perturbation theory one performs 

a canonical transformation 

6{t)—-,U{t)6{t)U-^{t) , (A.19) 

with ^ 

U { t )  =  , (A.20) 

®The superscript s indicates that the operator HQ is in Schrodinger picture, zind it is related 
to its counterpart in Heisenberg picture by HQ = 
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:= J d?x ni , (A.21) 

H := j dPxU , (A.22) 

from the Heisenberg representation to the interaction representation. Using (A. 18) 

and the equation of motion for a Heisenberg field operator 

^ = -i{i, H\ , (A.23) 

one can easily derive the canonical momenta in the interaction representation ® 

TT^ = , (A.24) 

TT = . (A.25) 

Thus, equipped with (A.24) (A.25), the interaction Hamiltonian (A.16) in this rep

resentation reads 

'Aint = 2e^°(7r^0^ — 7r0) + ?eA^(<^^9fc0) — + e^(A°)^0^(^A.26) 

= ieA'^(0ta^0) - + e'^(A°f^^ (A.27) 

= —Cint + e^(A°) . (A.28) 

Hence the normal ordered Interaction Hamiltonian density, the basis of perturba

tion expansion, is found to be 

®It is important to keep in mind that the operators discussed below are in the interax:tion 
picture. 
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4-e2:(A°)>0: . (A.29) 

Note that the last term in Hint is noncovariant. Now, consider the 1st order of 

S matrix of the theory 

= -iI dS T[Uintix)] (A.30) 

=  j d ^ x { e :  : + ie^ :. _^^2 . : } . (A.31) 

The last term is noncovariant and represents an unobservable processes which 

should be eliminated. In the following, we shall see this noncovariant term will 

be cancelled by a term which comes from the 2nd order expansion of S matrix 

^(2) ^ I T[Hintix)Hint{y)] , (A.32) 

namely, 

Sf = j d:'xd?y.A''(x)A'(y): :{4,\xmT[d^4,(x)$^(ymdJ(,v) 

+ d^,^'^{x){Q\T[{^{x)d„^'^{y)]\Q)^{y) 

- {Q\T[^{x)$^{y)]\Q)du^{y) 

- ̂''{x){Q\T[df,^{x)du$^{y)\\0)^{y)}'. • (A.33) 

As 

(01T[(^(x)(^+(7/)]10> = i A r i x - y )  (A.34) 
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I d^p 
(A.35) 

(27r)'^ — m? + ie 

where C\p{x — y) is the Feynman propagator. Hence, making use of (A.3), 

and for Xq = yo, the integrand (A.37) is an odd function in p; thus it vanishes. 

Moreover, making use of (A.36) and (A.37) gives 

d^dmT[k^)^Hy)m = d;(0ixo-yo){Omx)dJ^iy)\O) 

+ 0(7 /0  -  XQ){Q\du^\y)^{x) \0 ) )  

= {^\T[d^^{x)du^'^{y)]\0) 

+ 5MO<J(2ro - yo)5^<Ol[<^(a:),0^(y)]lO) 

= {^\T[df,^{x)du^'^{y)]\Q) + igt,Qg^Q5'^{x -  y){JL.Zd,) 

dmT[^{x)^\y)m = a^((O|0(a;°-t/°)0(a:)0t(y)|O) 

+ (0|%°-a:°)<^t(^)^(^)|0)) 

= (Oir[0(a;)a:,<AUy)]|O> 

- guQ5{xQ - yo)(0|[<^(2;), 0t(y)]_|O) 

= (O|r[0(a:)a^<^^(y)]lO) (A.36) 

smce 

(!/)]_ = - e'"'-'') . 
J (27r) 2cjp 

(A.37) 

Or 

{Q\T[d^^{x)dJ\y)m = a^a^(0|r[^(x)^t(^)]|0) _ ig^^g,^5\x -  y) .  (A.39) 
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Substitituting (A.36), (A.39) into (A.33), we obtain 

J d^xd^y :A'^{x)A"{y): :$^{x) zAfCo; -  y) dl ^{y): 

+ ie^Jd'^x :(A°(a;))^0^(x)(^(x): . ( A.40) 

The last term (noncovaxiant) just cancels the one apperaed in (A.31). Althiough 

our proof is in lowest-order, but those noncovaxiant terms wiU always be can«celled 

in the theory [124, 125, 126]. More importantly, we note that the noncovaxiant 

term appeared in (A.31) is due to the noncovariant term in the Hamilt-onian 

density (A.28). On the other hand, the noncovariant term appearing in (_A..40) 

is due to the noncommutability of T operator and operator in (A.38). 

Since the S matrix is covariant, so if the Hamiltonian density (A.28) is rep»laced 

by a covariant expansion 

? (—A..41) 

i.e. in Lagrangian formalism, we still get the correct result if at the same tiKie T 

satifies 

Td^ := d^T .  (A.42) 
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A.2 The Action Principle 

We staxt from the action principle ^ with Dirac field which describes the 24 

leptons and quaxks as discussed in section (3.1) 

T[P5S -  i6V] = 0 (A.43) 

with action ® 

f  dx^{x){i^ -  B { x ) ) ^ { x )  (for 5^, e V )  .  (A.44) 

Here V E A is any polynomial of the smeared field ® 

rWl (A.45) 
1=1 

where f E  V  are the test functions, C is any complex constant and as usual 

0 := 7^ (A.46) 

For V = constant, (A.43) demands that 

SS = 0. (A.47) 

general discussion about the relation between the Feynman's path integral and the action 
principle which is known as 'canonical postulate' can be found in [121, 127]. 

®Here S is a functional of the quantum fields $ to be determined, rather thaui of classical fields 
to be "quantized" later. 

®See section 3.1 
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Hence , with (A.44) follows that 

j dx 5^{i^ - j dx 4- B)5^ - = 0 • 

As 5*5, (5^ and 5B are assumed to be independent, we obtain Dirac's equation 

- 5)^ = 0 (A.49) 

cind its adjoint 

+ B) = 0 . (A.50) 

Now, we take V = "^(0) with (A.44); then (A.43) becomes 

T J dx ^{0)d^{x){i^''  -  B{x))^ix) 

—T J dx (0)^(x)(z^ +B(x)) + z5(x)]5^(a:) = 0 . (A.51) 

Since e T> are independent and arbitrary, (A.51) demands 

^°In contrast to the usual theory where ;= '®^7o is assumed from the start and one lets $ 
Emd $ vary independently without any explanation (see, for instance, [77]), here '^{x) and ^(x) 
axe treated as ^o different fields initially so that their variations are independent. However, we 
shall find that $ = ^^70 later by demanding the consistency of the Dirac's equation {A.49) and 
its adjoint (A.50) (See section 3.2). Moreover, it should be noted that the variations (5$, 59 
are infinitely differentiable and of compact support (i.e. G V) and non-quantized. It is 
because (A.43) is to define the basic quantvim field therefore no quantum field has been defined 
earlier. More justifications about this can be found in ref.[128]. 

stands for Dirac unit matrix, but for brevity it will be dropped in the following. 
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r[(2^-5(a:))^(x)^^(0)] = 0, (A.52) 

-zT[^(0)¥(x)(i|^+fi(x))] = (J(a;)l . (A.53) 

With spinor indices, (A.52) can be written 

T[(z^-e(x))'"^^^(x)^''(0)] = 0°". (A.54) 

Invoking the property of the time ordering (A.42), we can write (A.54) 

(z^="-5(x))"'^r[^^(x)^''(0)] = . (A.55) 

As 

r[^'^(x)^''(0)] = 0(x°)^^(x)^''(O) - 0(-x°)^''(O)^^(x) , (A.56) 

it follows that 

{r0(x°)}^^(x)^''(O) +0(x°){r^^(x)}^''(O) - {r0(-x°)}^''(O)^'^(x) 

-0(-x°)^''(O){r^'^(2:)} + r[iB(x)^^(x)^''(0)] = . (A.57) 

Using Dirac's equations (A.49) and (A.50), the second term and the fourth term 

cancel with the fifth term, thus 
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7°^(x°)[^(x),^^(0)]^'' = 0^^ (A.58) 

or 

[^(x),^rT(0)]^^(2;0)=0, (A.59) 

which is one of the canonical equal time relations. 

Moreover, taking the adjoint of (A.53) with using (3.30), (3.31),we get 

T [ { ^  +  i B { x ) ) ^ { x ) ^ i O ) ]  =  S i x )  . (A.60) 

Proceeding similarly as above, we obtain the further canonical relation 

[®(a:), $t(0))^^(x"') = 4(2:) (A.61) 
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APPENDIX B 

SHORT DISTANCE EXPANSION 

(I). In this appendix, a formal derivation of the expansion 

= —2"^ + C{ 1 — ln{e^~'(^z'^ )} + 

— ^Q^z'^ln{^''Qz^) + (with 7 0.577)(B.2) 

is given. First of all, it should be noted that the function F(2^, C) can be expressed 

in terms of a single variable function /(Cs), 

i.e. F{z^, C) = C/(Cs) (where s := z^) . (B.3) 

Proof 

We can check (B.3) by the following arguments. 

dl 
p + c. 

J p2 + a^C 
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U Qfia^Qs) = (-^) (a^C) f{o^Qs) 

= Cfia\s) . (B.4) 

• 

Moreover, the function /(Cs) satisfies the following equation 

c^rcc^) + 2/'(C5) - fiCs) =0 (S#0) . (B.5) 

Proof 

As usual, 

s := 

= 

J2 -2 

Hence, 

= z^ - - (B.6) 

D/(Cs) = a„{a»/(cz')} 

= ca„{/'(c^)-a"^'} 

= { 3,(2^") } C/'(C2^) + 2Cz''a„/'(a') 

= 2C<!J/'(C^^) + (2)(2)C^z„z''r(C^^) 

= 8C/'(Cs) + 4C^s/"(Cs) , (B.7) 

or Cs/"(Cs) + 2/'(Cs) - /(Cs) = - •iOm) 

U -!—(n - 4C) 
A(iV^ p + <; 

i2Tr)^S'^i2z) 

• 2 —77r 
. (B.8) 
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By compaxing with the differential equations satisfied by the special Bessel function 

kiiv) [129] 

vkiiv) + - kiiv) = 0 , (B.9) 

we may conclude that is equal to up to a normalization factor, 

i.e. F(z2,0 ~ (B.IO) 

In order to find out the normalization factor, we need to invoke the fact that 

F(z^O) = - i ,  (B.ll)  

Proof 

In the following, our evaluation will be done in Euclidean space with the Euclidean 

4-vector variable ZE and 4-momentum variable IB defined as 

Z 1= (izs . ZE ) , (B.12) 

I := (B.13) 

Iz = — ̂ ^EZE , (B.14) 

(B.15) 

dl = (B.16) 
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Hence, 

^ - 47r2/ iZ| - c'^"° 

_ 1 r 

{2'irf J 

^ > 0 . (B.17) 

In order to determine the constant c, let us first take the inverse Fourier transform 

of (B.17), obtaining 

\4;_2 
'•E J e = (2Tr)'^l} 

y e-"^'^(27rf = (27r) . (B.18) 

Since (B.17) can be rewritten as 

I = (27rf cIe^ , (B.19) 

by taking complex conjugate of (B.19), we then find 

J = (27r)VZ^2. (B.20) 

Thus, from (B.18) and (B.20), we know 

c ^ > 0 , (B.21) 
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or 

c = 1 . (B.22) 

So 

F{z^Q) = ^ 
1 

(B.23) 

Now, with (B.IO), (B.ll) and the following property of ki{(^z^) [129] 

^Limo2C2^A;i(C2^) = 1 , (B.24) 

we find 

F{z\0 = -2CA:i(C2') , (B.25) 

where ki((^z^) is given by [129] 

(B.26) 

By inserting (B.26) into (B.25), we then have (B.2). 
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(II). The following expansions 

/. g 2ilz 
° + 

(P -  uy 

P dl 

(B.29) 

are used in section (3.4). The dots symbolize terms which vaxiish for z —r 0. 

Proof 

(i)-

From (B.2), we have 

,-2Hz 
f ^ ~ ^ + a; (1 — ln{ie — e^'^wz^)) 

J I — cu 

— — ln{ie — e'^'^ujz'^)) 

+ } (with 7 « 0.577) . (B.30) 

Differentiating (B.30) with respect to u! gives 

r p ^ilz J/ 
[ Tn ^ {-ln{ie -  e^'^uz^) 
J  (/^ — U J )  

+ cjjz^ (ln(i£ — ) — 2) 

+ } • (B.31) 

/

o *2,itz w/ 

— ^ {—In (ie — 
(P- — tiji 

dl 

(Z2 - a;) 
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+ In (ie — e^'^ujz^ ) — 2 ) 

+ } • (E (B.32) 

Omitting all the terms which vanish for 2 —>• 0, we obtain (B.27). 

Differentiating (B.31) with respect to z^, we get 

dl 
/ — ^ = -K^ {z^z ^ — uz'^{ln{ie — e^'^ujz^) — 1) + } . (B.33) 

J  —  u j )  

Thus multiplying both sides by z^ and omitting all the terms which vanish for 

z —>• 0 gives (B.28). 

(iii). 

Differentiating (B.33) with respect to z^ gives 

Then multiplying both sides by z^ and omitting aU the terms which vanish for 

2 —>• 0 gives (B.29). 

—  ( l n {  i e  —  e ^ ' ^ c j z ^ )  —  1 )  

—  uiz'^z"z~^ + . . . } .  (B.34) 
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APPENDIX C 

DETERMINATION OF THE QUANTIZATION TERM Q 
AND THE UNIVERSAL MASS M 

In the following, it will be found that Q^{x) and Q^(x) behave as functional 

differentiators 

iQ^{x) := J Mix - y)dy , (C.l) 

iQ^ix) := I M^,{x-y)dy , (C.2) 

while the "universal" mass M has the value 

M Ri 8.7 X lO^kg . (C.3) 

C.l Quantization Term Q 

In section (3.3), our quantum field equations are given by 

, (C.4) 

=  Q l -  ( C . 5 )  
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In order to find and let ims first investigate how their free counterparts 

look like. 

After dropping all interaction terms in (C.4), (C.5) and replacing by 

their free counterparts , we have 

+ , (C.6) 

(• + m.%)V^ - V^' = Q{^ . (C.7) 

As and are strictly canonical, so in Landau gauge, their propagators are 

with : 

-i J dx (I T[H^^{x)Hf^{0) ] \) 

^KI 

+ ie -  ml ' 

I dx (1 T[ V;f^(x)V/^(0) ] 1 > 

/-Q g\ 
+ ££ - ml ' ^ ^ 

Hence, 

^Ki (A:^ + is — m\)F^^\k'^) 

= J e""dx { \ T [ i { a  +  m%) H "'(,x) H ' '(0) ] |  > 

I e " " d x ( \ T [ i Q " < l x ) H " { 0 ) ] \ )  ,  (C.ll) 
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from which Q^^{x) can be easily identified as the functional differentiator, 

Proceeding in a similiar manner, we have 

iQf^ = (D-'a^a, - 6„) • (C.13) 

Now, when "interactions" are admitted, the equations (C.6), (C.7) are modi

fied by keeping the "free" differential operator and introducing the generalized free 

fields [130, 131, 132] yf so that 

{ U  + m \ )  ,  ( C . 1 4 )  

(a + w?y)Vf -  Vf/ = Ql . (C.15) 

It must be noted that at low energies, Q^{x) and (x) would become Q^^(x) and 

respectively, while at asymptotic energies, we have found in section (3.4) 

that 

k ^ F ^ \ k ' ^ )  — 0  for \k'^\ —>• GO , 

for |fc^| —>• GO . 

(C.16) 

(C.17) 
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Here is the interacting scalar propagator defined in (3.222) 

J  giArx ^ I T[H^{x)H\Q)  ] 1 > , (C.18) 

and F^p^(k) is the interacting vector propagator defined in (3.224) 

:= -ife""dx{\T[V;^{x)Vjmi}- (C.19) 

Hence, in order to satisfy the above-mentioned conditions at low and asymptotic 

energies, we need 

iQ^(x)  =  jM{x  -  y)  > (C.20) 

' (C-2I) 

where the "mollifiers" M.{x) ,  A4^(x)  must satisfy ^ 

M(k^)  « 1 for Ifc^l ^ , (C.22) 

and k'^M{k^) —y 0 for lfc^| —>• co , (C.23) 

'^The conditions (C.22) and (C.23) can also be expressed by a spectral density /i(0- Both 
the "mollifiers" and propagators share the same analyticity which we shall see in (C.38). Hence 
the spectral representation of /4(k^) is given by M(k^) = / Thus the asymptotic 
"fading" in (C.23) imposes the same "moments conditions" f = / Cm(C)<^C = 0 and 
f  C^M(C)  dC ^  oo as the propagators did. Furthermore, (C.22) is assmred by f x (Q = 0 for 
C < fJ'GUT /^2^^C~^A'(C)^^C = 1 -
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with defined as the inverse Fourier transforms 

Mik"^) := Ie''''=dxM{x) , (C.24) 

••= / e''''=dxM''^{x) 

= A^(fc)M(A:2) . (C-25) 

This follows by observing that if (C.22) is inserted into (C.24), J\A(x) behaves as 

the delta function S(x — y). When it is substituted into (C.20), iQ^{x) will become 

SH^{x) energies. This is consistent with equation (C.12). Moreover, it is easy 

to see that (C.23) follows from (C.17) and (C.38) since the operator DJX (C.40) 

has the dimension k^. 
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C.2 Universal Mass M 

Tn this section, we try to estimate the "universal" mass constant M contained in 

(3.191) by using the photon propagator First of all, let us consider the vac

uum values 

Qf/W := (C.26) 

•^2' S'^^Mp^Ck) . (C.27) 

Inserting (3.219), for (C.26) we get 

e^ ' ' ^dx{ \T  < — z ) jp tY^{x  +  z)  +  KCjix jz"^)  

- (X) In (ie - M^z^) >^2 Vf (0) |) . (C.28) 

Employing the complete amputated vertex function r^(p, 5) defined in (3.253), we 

have 

(27r)^ J (] T [ (x - z ) jp tY'^  {x  +  z)  Vf  (0) ] j > 

=  Tr-y^ ty fe-^^ 'Fiy  + i^ ) r l . ( r  + ̂ k ,T-  ̂ k )F{ f  -

(C.29) 

= Trj,tyIe-^"F(f + \K)'ftxnY " \}t)FS?(k)dT (C.30) 

~ -i^^5^x(k)F^^(k) , (C.31) 

where we have approximated the vertex function by constant matrices ^ 

^We have shown, in. (3.251) that r^(fc) —> for |fc^l —v 00 . Here, in order to mzike (C.29) 
manageable, must be approximated by constant matrices. Hence, under Lorentz and gauge 
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r^(fc) « 7^tx (C.32) 

Since (C.31) contains the "interacting" Bose propagator F^^(k) as factor, we 

likewise define 

:= i fe"='dx i \T[}^^(x)V^(0)] \}  (C.33) 

:= iie"*<fa{|r{Tr[7„tK<C<»l(a:,z) >.= ]V;(0)}|> (C.34) 

Also 

< ' ^ \x , z )  >^2 2< 2 ' ^Yzpz '^  >^2Vf j . {x)  — <  z  >22<S^(x)  

^•=® 2z~'^Y< Zpz'^ >^2V^(x) — z~^S^{x) 

3.1|6 - z-^S^{x) ; (C.35) 

then 

Tri - jp tyK C^-^ \x , z )  >^2}  =° ^z-^Tr{yptY7 ' ' txV^ix)}  

3.15^5.11 ^z-^ 'S^S^V^ix)  (C.36) 

and 

i f e"" <fa (IT [  Cj (x ,  z^) Vf (0) ] I > 

invaxiance, (C.32) results. More justification for this "bare" approximation will be seen later in 
this section. 
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3.29 i j e""dx (IT [Tr { j,tr < + C<°')(l, z) >,, } Vf (0) ] | > 

cjtc.36 _ ^z-H^^sy}F^^(k) . (C.37) 

Therefore, with the help of (C.31), (C.33) and (C.37), (C.27) can be rewritten as 

F^/(k) = (C.38) 

where 

:= Um < eJf(A.2) + C^^(k) 

- -uTj j i {k) ln{ ie  - (.C.39) 

Here, is identified as the inverse of the "interacting" vector propagator It 

is noted that as 2) contained in (C.39) is only needed in the limit, in the fol

lowing, those terms which vanish for 2 —y 0 can be omitted and the non-vanishing 

terms are averaged over the directions of z during our intermediate calculations of 

the term Q^x-

From (C.31), Q^x is given by ^ 

:= iT-'Try,tyle-^'"F{f+^ie)yi'txF{f-^ll)dr (C.40) 

iT-^Try , ty  f  e -^ ' "  ( f '+  sM + P? +  "•  drdr,dC . 
(r + \ k )  + ie  — T] (r — ^k)  +  is  — (^  

(C.41) 

^la the following, the abbreviations := pviv) and pj := Psi'n) used for brevity's sake. 
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By the Feynman formula [104] 

ab ~ L tat + Ml - ill" ' [at H- 6(1 — £)] 

the denominator of (3.266) can be simplified as 

[(('• + 5*:)' - i;)' + ((r - - C)(l - 01 = ( P - u f ,  (C.43) 

where 

I  : =  r  +  { t  -  ̂) k  ,  (C.44) 

c j  := 77£ + C( 1 ~ ^) + ^(^ ~ l ) k ^  —  i e  , (C.45) 

:= cr + £(i — l )k ' ^  — i e  .  (C.46) 

Hence (C.41) becomes 

G x̂ — 27r~^Tr7ptK f dt f cK^drj dl (1^ — w)~^ 
Jo Jo 

{  (  /  -  + I6)p2r tx  (  /  -  tl i )p i  +  ( / - t f6+ i i )p lYtxpl  

+ Ph^tx { / - tj6)p^ 4- p^-yHxpi } . (C.47) 

With the help of the identities 
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T r { A ® B )  =  r r ( A ) x T r ( S ) ,  ( C . 4 8 )  

Trij.r) = S^Tr{l), (C.49) 

= {2l,k'^ - lkS^}Tr{l) (C.50) 

and the abbreviations 

Vyk , (C.51) 

:= Tr[tYpVtxpi] , (C.52) 

N^( l ,k , t )  := 21,1"  + (1 - + fc,P) + 2t{ t  -  l)k„k '^  -  N(l ,k , t )5^  ,  

(C.53) 

N{l ,k , t )  := +  (1  -  2t)k l  +  t{ t  -  1)A;2 , (C.54) 

d( l ,  k ,  z ,c j , t )  := — oj )  ^  d l  ,  (C.55) 

(C.47) can be further reduced to 

=  f d t  I  d { l ,  A:, 2, a;, t ) {  N^i l ,  k ,  -f- yd^dC . (C.56) 

Now, let us denote 

{ /, I,, /; Huj, z) := 27r-2 I  dl  e-2''-(Z2 _ u)- \  1, 1,1^  } . (C.57) 

Since from (B.28), (B.30) and (B.31), we know that under z —> 0 the non-vanishing 
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terms in /, Ip, are 

I{ i j j , z )  =  ln{ ie  — ,  (C.58) 

Ip{uj , z )  =  iz~^zp  ,  (C.59) 

Ip{uj , z )  =  {z~ '^  +  u}z~ '^ )zpza-  + ^{ijjln{ie — e^'^uz'^) — z~'^}Tfp ,(C.60) 

we have 

Urn < = ln{ ie  - e '^ j z -^ )  ,  (C.61) 

Um < Ip{aj ,  z )  >^2 =  ^(1 -  2t)  kp  , (C.62) 

Urn < = ^{2uln{is - e^-'u^) - - w}rf, 

+ \(t - . (C.63) 

With the above results, 

i2^^o >2 

= { t - \ ) { 2 k p k ' ^ - ^ K ' ^ p )  

+ {£(£ - l ) {2kpk^  -  kHf^p)  -  a;5^}in(2e - W) 

+ ^ ^ - 3(£ - k"^ }5'^ , (C.64) 

where 

:= kpkf"  -  kHi^p (C.65) 
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Therefore, 

lim < f dt f d(l, k, z,oj,t)N^{l,k,t) > 
Jo J  

= + J(2z^ + 7, + C -

+ j dt{2t{t — l)K^ — a6^}ln{ie — e^'^wz^) . (C.66) 

Using the fact that 

I drjdQVfx C.51,3.^0,3.150 ^ 

VVx := f dridCiv + CWx (C.68) 

J d'ndQ (77 + C) Tr[tYp1txpi ] 

u^rr[h^(tytx + txty)] , (C.69) 

we finally have 

}^o< ^Jx ik . z )  >^3 

= + \s^Vyx 

+ dt  dniK[6 ' ,S fx  + {2t(t - i)ir» - <7i» Wilin( ze — e^'^Ljz^) . 

(C.70) 

Now, by the linear approximations, T^x{k) and C^(fc) are given by 
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nfS = - uK<iSl - , (C.71) 

C7x = - 10k,k-')6]; - ^S^Vyx • (C.72) 

Proof 

First of all, let us perform the linearization in so that all the terms which are 

not linear in are neglected. Hence, from (3.89), we obtain 

~ - K,pr , (C.73) 

iSr Ri «SV^ - VrS , (C.74) 

and thus (3.195) and (3.192) become 

« OV, - V-i, + |[5t5, V,I^ - 35tV,S , (C.75) 

3C<°>(i,2) « - V% + 3[V„. 5+5]^.) 

+ r'zi'z'z'V^,^ + - V„,^)(C.76) 

respectively. 

Moreover, for the Higgs field using the approximations 

and 

5(x) 

hi 

= H{x)  +  hot;  

~ hov , 

= ho , 

(C.77) 

(C.78) 
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we have 

:F„ « PVp- V,Î -h„V„ho},(C.79) 

12< C'-'>lx,z) « 27'(OV, - V%^) + 3«V1V„ h§]^ 

+ 57' ( aV, - 2VJ,) . (C.80) 

Furthermore, by invoking the relations 

Trih^^HR] =  2USKI , (C.81) 

Trltxty] = 3ic5xr 5 (C.82) 

V^x = i'^rr[ho (tytx + txty) ] , (C.83) 

5rx := / (C.84) 

J drjdCTrl typ ' l^ txpi ]  

3.||9 ^2 J ^ (C.85) 

we obtain 

^pi^)  =  (3«)~^Tr[tr^p(a;)] 

= ovj - V2 + - Svx)V*,(C.86) 

24Tr[7pty<C('"(x.z)),,] = t.(13aV,'' - 10V^»)(x) + 6VyxVf . (C.87) 

After inserting (C.86), (C.87) into (C.33), (C.34) respectively and using the Bose 
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propagator F^J'{k) defined in (3.224), we reach (C.71), (C.72). 

165 

Substituting (C-70) and (C.72) into (C.39) yields 

(47r)^CXf(A) = hm < f\t dncKlS^Sf). + {2t{t - l)K'i -

ln(ie — e^'^cjz^) — (A;) Zn (ie — M^z^)>^2 . 

(C.88) 

Since should be convergent for 2 —y 0, the terms with z~^ cancel. Thus 

we get the consistency condition 

_ rl rOO 

= I dt dr,da5',Sfx + {2i(i - l)^f; - , (C.89) 

while (C.88) becomes 

"= -[dtdndi[6iSf^ + {2t(i - I)ir; -

ln{ ) . (C.90) 

''Note that the i e  in the logaxithmic term of (C.88) is just used to determine the sign of the 
imaginary part. 
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Here, we note that the lineaxized approximation (C.71) agrees with our consis

tency condition (C.89) since 

= £dt fJ°d,,di;[S^Spx +mt - 1)KS - ad^}V;!%] 

However, they come from different origins. Equation (C.71) is obtained by lineariz

ing the Yang - Mills equation (3.195) in while the consistency condition (C.89) 

follows from (C.28) where the complete vertex function T^{k) are approximated by 

the bare ones 'y'^tx- Hence, this coincidence signifies that the "bare approximation" 

(C.32) we used in (C.28) corresponds to the linearization in (3.195). 

Now, in order to find the "universal" meiss M, let us first derive the photon 

propagator As we know, the photon and gluon fields axe coupled with 

Dirac's ^ by matrices ty = tA, tc. They are diagonal in the flavor spaces and 

do not contain any 75 factor. Thus they commute with the matrix ho and satisfy 

ty = ty'. Hence 

— Py-x — Syx — —Tr[il^{tytx — txty) — 2hotKhotx ] 

= 0 . (C.92) 

This does not mean that photons and gluons contribute nothing to the term 

Syx ~ since 

r dt r d7]di;[S^Sp^x - S^o-VJ^xV'n(M^e-^-'ui-^) 

# { S^Syx - \5',VYX }ln( ) 
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^=- 0 , (C.93) 

because the u contained in ln( ) also depends on the variables t, 77, C-

Yet we may assimie that if we make an approximation as in (C.93), the errors can be 

compensated by those we made in the linear approximation of C^x- ^ Thus we have 

V^^ik) = 2K^ £ t{l - t)dt dT]dQ ln{ ) . (C.94) 

However, for photons, our linearization in should be best at low en

ergy. As from (C.45) 

oj := a + — l)k'^ — ie (C.95) 

where cr := Tyi 4- C(1 — t) , (C.96) 

so when \k^\ « rrig, ® 

<7 » |i(i - l)fc2| (C.97) 

because we shall use the sharp fermion masses approximation in which V = C = 

rrij. 

Hence, the function ln{ ) can be approximated by its Taylor polynomial 

at a; = cr 

®We made this assumptioa so that T>J^ is proportioned to K^, thus the photon is kept massless. 
®In the following, we shall discuss the vacuum polarization which occurs at (A:^( << m^. 
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UJ 

,  ,  ^ t ( l  -  t)k '^  
ln{ ) + — (C.98) 

Moreover, using the sharp fennion masses (ruf) approximation 

« diag { p", p^ ... p', }(77) 

with P^ijl) -= ^iv ~ 

where / = f, e,... 6. , (C.99) 

for any smooth function •0(cr) of a we have 

TOO ^ 

/ d-qdQplp'iip{a) = (C.lOO) 
J 0 J 

Meanwhile, as ^ 

-1 
tA = diag[e(oo) { 0, —1,0,1,... — ® 1 (C.lOl) 

we obtain 

^^[(^a)^] = 4^eJ(oo) . (C.102) 
/ 

is noted that as in all basic calculations in this paper, bare coupling constants have been 
used. Hence we use which contains the bare charges e(oo) instead of using of observed 
charges e. 
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Using the results obtained in (C.lOO) and (C.102), we have 

f dT]d(:V^ipia) f dT]dCTr[tAP^tAp^]ip(o-) 
Jo Jo 

C.100,C-102 
• (C.103) 

/ 

Inserting (C.98), (C.103) into (C.94) and using the definitions and properties 

« - S = 4 . (C.104) 

a{oo) := , (C.105) 
47r 

e/(oo) ^ ^ 
e(oo) e 

we obtain 

Here Z3 and nipoi are given by 

(C.106) 

•Dii " + )̂ for |A |̂«m  ̂ (C.107) 
'^pol 

2c t (co)^  /C/-  2  .Me" ' .  
^3 - , C.108 

oTT J e rrif 
2 _ a(oo)^ Sf 2 trie. 

^  '  IStt e '  ^ m /  
ss a(oo) . (C.109) 
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As we know, a transverse photon propagator is given by 

fP 

— h = K^pk-'^F'^ik'') , (C.llO) 

and from (C.22), the "mollifiers" M[k^) w 1 at low energies, thus substituting 

(C.107) into (C.38), we conclude 

Ri 23(1 -^) for \k'^\ « ml . (C.lll) 
^pol 

Now, comparing with the usual Uehling's constant of vacuum polarization [133], 

we have 

^ l o i  =  — .  ( C . 1 1 2 )  
a 

Moreover, from our previous calculation, 

Tr[ tAtA]  = Stt 
c.ioi 

4Y:ejioo) 
f 

C.IO6 ~ ft r 2 '.106 A 2 f  ̂ \'' = 4e2(oo) X, ("t) 
/ ® 

= 32e2(oo) ; (C.113) 
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hence, 

a;(cx3) := 

C.113 

e^(oo) 
Air 

3u 
1287r 
8.8 X 10-^ . (C.114) 

Inserting (C.112) ajid (C.114) into (C.109), we obtain 

Q:(OO) 
= 0.83 . (C.115) 

With this Zz , (C.108) becomes 

Stt /£ /  2 Me M 
^  = E / t )  )+M—} 
2q; e rrit mj 

M 
8ln( — ) - (8) (0.577) + 52.8 

rrit 
M 

8ln( — )+48.16 . (C.116) 
mt 

Thus we obtain 

ln( —) Ri 74.7 
rrit 
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and M ?s; 2.8 x 10^^ 7724 

R5 2.01 X 10^2 u 

8.7 X lO^'A;^ , (C.117) 

hence ^ ^ 10"^^ M 

^ 20101;. (C-118) 
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